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If the Democracies Are to Control,
They Must Learn the Business

as

By ELIHU ROOT, American Statesman.

If the democracies of the world are to control
international affairs, they must make it their duty to
learn. the business, for without such comprehension
they will run amuck. Autocracy has now passed and
democracy has entered to rule the world. Open diplomacy is its demand and within certain limitations who
is to deny it the right that the real ruler, the people,
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
should know?
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
The new governing democracies are generous.
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
I'hey mean what is right. They are honest. They
most
are
abhor
wish for peace. They
physicians over 2 1 years and proved safe by millions for
war, but they
Fish Ball in Which Com Med U an Ingredient Mak a Merty Dish.
in
the
even
find
will
people,
imperfectly informed. In every country you
Rheumatism
Headache
Colds
t'nllea FMati DepartmanL dry as possible. This muke 12 fish
(Prepartd by (h
democracies, holdincr that their country is always right. For them there
of Af
bulls.
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Most person who eat a noontime
is only one side to every question, and that is their country's eide.
Corn Mtal Much With Pork.
dinner like, at least hih liot hearty
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago
They must learn that the idea of justice is not only justice to them
dlah ff supper. Thowe made largely 1 pound lean pork,
H traapoon
pow
derad aaga
part meat and part
of corn meal are not only nourishing
selves, but justice to others; that liberty is not only that they shall be free,
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
'Water
bone
but very appetjilhg aa well, when
but that they shall be glad that others are free. They must learn that in
tablespoon aalt
Bottle of 2 and 100 All druggita.
made liy a skillful rook.
Haady tin boiei of 12 tablet
Cook the pork In water until the international affairs,
as in family affairs and neighborhood affairs,
Aaplrla la tlx tnla nark f Barer Manufacture of MoaoaotticacMMter of Sallcf Ucacl
just
When miiKh U called for In a recipe
meat can be removed easily from tha
for the feelings and the prejudices of others is a condition of hav
the following method of preparing It, bone. Itemove tbe meat,
cool the respect
SPOHmS DISTEMPER COMPOUND
recommended by the experimental
la lndlapenaabl In treating
remove tbe fat. Keduce the ing one's own feelings and prejudices respected.
and
broth
kitchen of the United State Iiepart-men- t
broth to about a quart, or add water
They must become internationally minded ; they must learn that it is
Influenza,
Coughs and Colds
of Agriculture, ia easier and beDistemper,
ao prevalent among hones with the comlne of fall and winter.
enough to bring It up to this amount, not what a nation does for itself, but what a nation does for humanity
tter than the uual way that of bring"SPOHN'S"
It.
For
Add the
haa been slven to prevent
and cook the corn meal In
nearly thirty yeare
theee diaeaaea, aa well aa to relieve and cure them. An
ing water to a boiling point and then meat,
and the season that makes greatness. They must learn that in God's good world the way
doae "condltloni" your horse and keeps dlaeaaa away.
chopped,
finely
stirring the meal Into it:
Aa a remedy for caaea actually eufferlna, "M'OHN'S" la quick
Ings, Pack In granite bread tins. Cut to sustain the' heights of prosperity is not to pull down others and climb
and oertaln. 60 centa and J1.20 per bottle at drug atorea.
Muah.
Lumplee
used
be
Beef
and
Into
slices
may
fry.
GOSHJCN, INDIANA
SFOHN MEDICAL COMPANY
over them, but to help all up together to united success.
Put the corn meal, cold water and in the
six
serves
This
siime way.
aalt together In the top of a double
will be a long, slow process. It is not merely difficult to assimilate BLOW THAT SHOCKED DADDY ANYTHING TO KEEP THE HELP
This
boiler. No alining la necessary. 1'ut people.
Corn Meal Scrappl.
knowledge into millions and millions of minds of all degrees of capacity,
the top of the double boiler Into the
plR'a head split In 2 cups corn m'eal
but it is the slow, di.Tieult task of molding character, for it is a" matter of Old Gentleman Now Naturally Fears Evidently Farmer, These Day, Must
lower pHrt and allow the mush to heat 1 halve
Halt and autca
He Ha Lost the Confidence
Expect to Make Them Some
an
half
or
alowly, rooking
hour,
longer,
Follow the foregoing .directions for character as well as a matter of knowledge. Human nature does not
of His Neighbors.
Slight Concessions.
If convenient.
Many persona cook It
use
meal
with
corn
but
nnd
pork,
amoug the plain
change, but human standards of conduct change,
for four hour. Just before serving cooking
water.
of
double the umount
"I see you are keeping your hired
Susnn was having her first beau, a
remove the top of the double boiler
peoples of the .earth, if we are to attain peace and justice, standards of
Cheeaa Pudding,
who drove a truck. And man all right now, Ezra."
youngster
from the lower part, and boll the mush
of
is
must
matter
a
conduct
growth.
change. It
boiling water Vi pound yellow
often when he came to Susan's home
"Yep, keeping him all right."
for two or three minutes. In boiling t quart
torn meal
tablespoon salt
How'd
at night, since he lived In the other
"He seems satisfied, too.
It at till time, there la no danger that M cup milk
H pound cheeae
part of town, he came in the truck. you do It?"
Into tbe boiling gulled water pour
It will lump, nnd thin extra cooking
The family continually twitted her
Did everything he asked me to.
the corn meal slowly, stirring constantimproves the texture and the flavor.
about It, saying such things aa "I Let him work only eight hours and eat
ly, and allow It to boll for ten minCorrvMt.l Fish Ball.
a
for
What Is It
Nation,
Society,
suppose the neighbors will think we're with the family. He got to complainutes; then add moat of the cheeie, and
I cup cold whit
fish
having our coal hauled at night," or ing of dull evenings, so every night I
corn-me1
cook for ten minutes more, or until
muah
a People to Be Normal?
'our flour" or some other commod
give him the use of a car of his own,
cup alirejded cod- - 1 lablaapoon butter the cheese lg melted. Add the milk
and the money to spend, to go to the
ity.
Tick over the codfish and soak It to and cook for a few minutes. I'our Into
But one evening even father was movlesi In town."
remove aalt. If lyreaaary.
Combine a greased baking dlnh, and brown In
Illinois.
of
President
DR.
KIN
DAVID
LEY,
University
By
horrified when one of the
"That ought to satisfy him."
tJlngredlrti: and drop by apoonfuls tbe oven. This dish la Improved by
boys In the neighborhood said Inno
"It didn't, though. He complained
Into hot fat. Drain on porous paper. grating a little hard cheese over the
cently: "My pa said that your pa of his room, and so I coaxed my son
These codfish ball compure very fa- top just before It la baked
We all are seeking a basis of rest from the mental turmoil caused by would get pinched some night if he to trade rooms with him. Then he
This pudding can be cut Into allcea
vorably In taste with thoie made with
didn't quit having so much booze seemed more settled like."
potato, and are prepared more easily when cold, and fried, nils serves four the war. We are striving for some principle of action to quiet the
hauled here after dnrk."
"I notice you've cut off your whiskto six persona.
and quickly. The mush must be
of our economic life. We are praying for some soothing influInvestigation disclosed the fact that ers, Ezra."
ence that will restore our spiritual and moral equilibrium. We are longing the truck thnt stood at their door one
Some more of that hired
"Yeah.
SCHOOL
COMMUNITY
SINGING
or a return to normal conditions. Few think, however, of the meaning evening each week was an old brew man's notions."
MILK AS SOURCE OF
truck. Indianapolis News.
"How's that?"
of normal conditions. All of us some of the time and many of ub all of ery
"He complained they tickled him
Wallace Saye Muiic I On
Secretary
the time confuse temporary phenomena with permanent conditions. Still
ENERGY AND PROTEIN
Use Brief Case.
Pupil
of the Oood Thing of Our
every time I kissed him good night."
In the old days boys and girls used
more do we confuse events with their causes and actions with their under- Civilliation.
to start for school with a lunch box
Only Reasonable Request
ying principles.
under one arm and a pile of books
Each Child Should Have at Least
It was iitop a lurching, lumbering
Hnve you music In your home?
to
is
a
for
for
for
be
a people
normal? What under the other. But modern elli Fifth avenue bus where New York's
What it
society,
nation,
Are you milking nn effort to suppleOne Pint Each Day.
ment the Hpleiidlil offerings of the pho- constitutes normalcy or normalityT There is no such thing in' a perma- clency has changed all that.
great middle class does Its
These days
carry a brief case
He was making no progress, that
nograph record and plnnn player roll nent sense if by it we mean that conditions remain unchanged.
Progress Instead," said athey
near
a
stationer
big was evident. Other couples were cud
with home produced vocal and liiHtrU is
Do
from
else.
Adult
is
of
to
forward
school.
know
Healthy
moving
something
change. Progress
something
Dlgestlvt Organ
"And I don't
high
but dled up in each others arms unmental melody?
Their Work Better With Some
Both lunch and abashed. He and she sat
We have a vague idea that a normal society or nation or people is It's more efficient.
Will there be a Ringing school la
straight and
books will .go In, and so It Isn't nec- prim. "You didn't like olives at first?"
Solid Food Value of Milk le
one in which all the people are fully and well employed, are happy, have a
tbla fall?
your
community
essary to have two arms occupied. I he asked. She agreed. "But you like
Shown In Table.
"Good music In the farm home will well ordered government and what most people regard as good standards
guess, too, that It flatters the kids. them now." She nodded. "Well," he
contribute much toward a wholesome of
brief case makes them look like pleaded, "certainly you will
morals and living. But a standard of today is the castaway banner
(Praparad by tha Vnllfd Rtatoa Departmant
give me
contentment and a happy family life,
of Agriculture)
their fathers on the way to business." the snme chance that
tomorrow.
of
you would an
It Is a commonplace any tig that Secretary Wallace recently wrote In
New York Sun.
olive."
milk Is a perfect food. Till may be. response to a request for an exprea
the
of
to
alon
on
taken
nicHii, any specialists
the subject.
Not He.
An Enthusiast.
United States Department of Agricul"Music Is one of tbe good thing of
"Look here, sir I" ominously demand
"You are wasting a lot of film, Why
ture, that It contains, first, materials our present civilization which, In com
ed old Festus Pester, who had been don't you stop
"The Seclusion of the Harem
Best
shooting when I hnnd
that children need for growth : second, nion with other blessings, Is hi readily
disturbed by queer noises in the ulght. out the word?"
material that young and old alike available to those who live In the open
"Do you play the saxophone?"
"I

MUu

SLfZl

1

occa-alon- al

Corn-Ma-

1

for

for

1

,

I

Is

need for the upkeep and repair of their
body machinery; and, third, material
that all need for fuel, to provide them
with heat and with the energy neces-arSuch a tateiiient
for work.
should not lie understood to mean that
milk ha these Ingredient In uch proportions that It ran serve atlfuc-torlla an exclusive food for a grown
person or even for a child. To the
growing child, however, no other food
can satisfactorily replace milk a a
part of the diet. Kach child should
take a full quart of milk each day If
poNHlhle, or at leant a pint wllhout fall.
While a healthy adult could live on
milk alone for a considerable, time,
the digestive organ do their work better with at least ome solid food. Too
lurge a quantity of milk alone at least
four or live quart a dny would be required. Never! heleaa, milk la much
more than a beverage. The following
table aliowa that milk ranks high
among our common food material a
a ource both of energy and of protein.
Protein and Energy Value of Milk.
Protein Value
Knarny Value
quart (X! ounce) ot 1 qt. (Sj ounree) ot
y

y

1

aa
milk contain
much energy aa;
III ounce ot
sirloin aleak
loin ateak
of
ouncna
round
of
li t ounce
t
round ateak
ateak
ounrea of fowl
US ounrea fowl
II
4.1 average
I average egga
eggi
Milk and milk products can be used
Interchangeably with meat and egg
A quart of
a source of protein.
a
milk contains as much protein as five
ounces of dried beans or a twelve-ounc- e
loaf of bread, and while the
milk

conlutna

aa

much protaln aa:
7 ounce
of lr- -

legumes mid cereals are considered a
cheap source of protein It should be
remembered that their proteins are
not so completely utilized for tissue
building us those in milk, meat and
egg.

CELERY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
Way of Serving Tender
in Form of Sandwiches Salt Lightly.

Satisfactory

Parti

I

Young children may be given tbe
oung and tender parts of celery and
lettuce, a iwthrfactnry way of serving
them being In the form of sandwiches.
For this purpose salt lightly and chop
pr put the celery Into small pieces.

country aa to those who dwell in the
cities.
"In the old days music ws an lmport ant factor In rural community
life. Many of us remember tbe old
fashioned Ringing school.
"Community singing should be re
vived generally.
"The township music teacher should
be working In every community."
WAYS TO SERVE

VEGETABLES

Simple Method Are Better for CM,
dren Than Complicated One
Like Scalloping.
Vegetables may be served either
quite simply seasoned with salt
with a little milk, cream, or butter, to
Improve or vary the flavor. Oil may
be used to dres greens Instead of hut
ter. These simple method are bet
ter for children than complicated one
like frying or scalloping.
For tb
smallest children, chop finely such
vegetables as greens, and If the
tougher portions of other vegetables,
such as the skins of green peas, are
found to disagree with a child, re
move them by putting the cooked
vegetnhle through a sieve. Do not
give small children such vegetables as
raw radishes or cucumbers, which
might easily be awallowed In largs
pieces and not digest well.

Household

Adapted to Woman's Nature"

By MUFIDE FER1D HANEM, Turkish Woman Novelist.

The seclusion of the harem is best adapted to woman's nature and it
it best for the social order that she should be there. The harem grew out
of the intelligent understanding of the marriage relation. It represents
the wisdom of the Kast.
I am a reformed woman's rights advocate. I used to yearn for the
independence of the American and European woman, but now I believe
the mistress of the harem is a superior product to the spendthrift Russian
woman, the sentimental Austrian, the nagging English woman and the
American woman.
calculating,
To these women, women's rights means the riglit to spend money on
foolish finery, to marry late, and be childless. They live for the store and
the theater.
Men have become their slaves, and you call this western civilization.
We Turkish women have had our heads turned by the effort to become
like these civilized women, and in doing so some of us have lost our sterling
qualities nnd become a costly, vain, destructive creature like
our sisters of the West.

Left-ove-

get excited," explained the new
cameraman. "I operated a machine gun
during the late war." Louisville
Cats Sleep on
a stable in

Cows'

Backs.
county, N.
Not All.
The Right
S., two cows find two cats are kept.
The mayor of an Indiana city has Going in the stable any winter night
ruled that a man has a right to chas- you will find a cat, colled up cosy as
tise his wife. That doesn't alter the can be on each cow's back.
situation much, however. A man may
have the right, but few have the nerve.
Winning an enemy over Is better
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
than winning over an enemy.
In

Hants

I

The foolish man who built
his house on the sand
He gave an example in folly which anybody
can understand.
of

It isn't so easy, however, to sense the mistake

trying to build the body on foods which lack
essential nourishment.

America Has Some of the Loveliest of
Women, But Oh, the English Ankle
By

E. 0. HOPPE, London Decorative Art Group

America possesses some of the loveliest women I have ever seen, al
though there is no particular type that can be called distinctly American
Yet there is a decided tendency toward a prevailing type of beauty, and
if I may prophesy, I should sny that the American beauty of the future
Disinfect all cesspools with cop- follow this description:
will
peras.
She will have brown hair warm brown with glints of bronze and
Ornnulnted sugar Is cheuper far
copper in it wnai you can chestnut Drown, tier eyes win ne hazel merry
general use.
Her complexion will be neither fair nor
eyes with the same warm brown.
For making hot or Iced chocolat, olive, yet a little of both. Her figure will be willowy, almost boyish and
keep a chocolate syrup on hand.
lithe, and athletic by reason of exercise in outdoor sporta.
To my mind the American girl has the most beautiful eyes in the
The best way In which to use the
world.
Another charming characteristic is their walk. Yet while I adof
Is
meat
en
cuts
casserol
cheaper
mire their walking, I do prefer English ankles. They are very beautiful,
r
coffee gives a nice flaw
very subtle and delicate. Even the factory girl has better ankles than the
or to chocolate cream pudding or pi
average American woman.
wun
oeaten
an
is
mage
it
egg
And, of course, the English complexion is world famous.
benter It will be delightfully creamy.

Ques0Af

"No," removing his hat and expos
ing a very bald head, replied the man
who had recently moved In next door.
"I lost my hair In the natural course
of events.' -- Kansas City Star.

Here, again, is a foundation of sand which
gives 'way when the test comes.
Many a food that tastes good lacks
of nourishment to equal its taste. Thus ithonesty
tempts
the appetite into mistakes that often are
costly.
Grape-Nut- s
is a food which helps build
bodily
endurance for life's stress and storm, The full
nourishment of wheat and malted barley,
together
with the vital mineral salts so necessary to bone
structure and red blood corpuscles, with phosphates for the brain, is retained in Grape-Nut-s.
The long baking process by which Grape-Nu- ts
is
made gives the food a natural sweetness and an
unusual ease of digestibility and assimilation.
Served with cream or milk, Grape-Nu- ts
is
fully nourishing, and whether eaten as a cereal at
breakfast or lunch, or made into a
pudding for
dinner. Grape-Nu- ts
has a particular delight for
the appetite. Sold by grocers. "
Grape-Nut- s

the Body Builder

"There's a Reason"

THE CUERVO CLIPPEE.

"GLOW WORM" RADIATOR GIVES
WARNING TO SPEEDY AUTOISTS

HOW PURCHASING
POWER OF DOLLAR
HAS FALLEN OFF
Addition to National and
vidual Incomes of Little Real

Indi-

Benefit.
STATEMENT

11

OF

BUREAU
RESEARCH.

BY

ECONOMIC

Most of Amount Due to Rise in Prices
Actual Total of Commodities Produced Increased Little, if at All, .and

Few Were Benefited.
New York, Oct. 27. The total national income of the United States In
1918 was 01 billion dollars, as compared with 34.4 billions In 1013; but
this increase In dollars did not represent a like increase in production. Most
of It was due to the rise lu prices, for
the dollar of 1918 and 1919 was a much
less efficient dollar than that of 1913.
The actual total of commodities produced Increased very little, If at all,
and a large part of those which were
produced were war materials, not of
a kind really benefiting consumers.
Just outride the oily limits of Huston this (lowing rmliumr chms it reIncomes,
Consequently, Individual
flection as a danger warning to speeding nutoists. A hundred yards awuy estimated
on a per capita basis, rising
there Is a sharp "S" in the road, and many collisions entailing serious in- from $340 in 1910
und ?3IH in 1913,
juries and loss of lives occurred before the "glow worm" was erected.
to $580 In 1918, represent more dollars
but little or no reul Increase, because
the $580 of 1918 Is equivalent to only
$372 in terms of the purchasing power

"FOOL TRICK" OF

Rules for Safe Driving.

EVERY OPERATOR
Good Percentage of Automobile
Owners Start Cars With

Brake
TREAT

Not

GEARS

Released.
VERY

ROUGHLY

Pressing Starter When Motor
Already Going Is Also Common
Mistake Better Plan Is to
Touch Accelerator.

l

Every motorcar operator has his pet
"fool trick," even though lie may pride
himself on his careful driving. For
Instance, it Is safe to say that a good
percentage of automobile owners start
their cars with the emergency brake
not completely released. Tills is, of
course, a bad practice, since it cuts
down the motor's power and causes
excessive wear of the brake linings.
When Engine Is Unheard.
Did ynu ever think you had stalled
your motor and press the starter button when the engine was still going,
but Its sound was drowned by traffic
noises? Chances are that you have
more than once ; yet It' is a bad tiling
1o do, and doing it too often will In
time make It necessary to have the
starter drive or flywheel gear re'
placed.
A better plan before depressing the
starter button in such a case Is to
touch the accelerator and listen to
see If the engine responds.
Kvery one has at some .time or other tried to shift gears without throwing out the clutch, but a, few drivers
seem to have a habit of trying to do
this Impossible "stunt." Persistence
In doing this chips off the teeth, and
will make replacement of the gears
necessary.
Throwing Gears Forward.
Another hnd habit in this connection Is to throw the gears into a forward speed while the car is still movThis is
ing backward or vice versa.
equivalent to trying to mesh gears goAny one,
ing in opposite directions.
even not mechanically Inclined, cnn
foresee what the result will be.
Last, but not least, Is the careless
practice of a few motorists In putting
the car In the garage for the night
and leaving the Ignition or lighting
witches on. A visit to the battery
recharging station the next morning
Is the worst result, however, thnt the
motorist can experience for his neglect in this particular,

AUTO MOBILE

of 1913.

Keep to the right of the road.
Slow down at crossings.
Signal for a stop or turn to
cars behind by holding out the
hand.
Apply brakes slowly. Change
speed rates slowly. Drive carefully.
He prepared to help any motorist in trouble on roads distant
from garages.
Be prepared to give pedestrians "lifts" on country roads.
Stop' car anil engine when
meeting drovers with sheep or
cattle on country roads.
Park only at side of ronds,
leaving fairway.
When buying produce in the
country, park alongside road,
not on the road.
When parking at night leave
warning lights.
Have headlight dimmers and
use them when meeting and passing other motorists at night.

DEVICE FOR GARAGE
Old Pair of Ice Tongs Can Be
Put to Good Use.
Points 4l?v.5u,led to Prevent Injur)
to Casing and Then Pivoted 10
Inches Apart on an Iron Rod
Pedal Spreads Open.
An old pair of Ice tongs can be
used to make a handy bench tire
The tonga
spreader for a garage.
are taken apart, and their polnti
dulled, so that no Injury will be done
to a casing, after which they are
pivoted 10 Inches apart, on a
Iron rod, as shown In the drawing.
h

A

Tire Spreader, Made From a Pai
of Old Ice Tongs, Is a Very Useful
Device When Installed on a Garage
Bench.

Lengths of pipe on the rod hold ths
In position.
Another rod
used to Join the parts. The first rod
Is fastened
to two uprights under
Automobile salesmen in the United the bench, and the second Is connected
100,000.
number
States
approximately
with a pedal, made of strap Iron. The
tongs pass through two Blots in the
More than 2,000 motor vehicles are top of the bench. Small
pieces of
used by the United States Department
strap Iron, bent Into hooks, are
of Agriculture.
fastened to the edge of the bench aa
Indicated. A notched piece of strap
40
There are 135 passenger cars,
Iron, bolted to the floor, holds the
trurks, and seven motorcycles In the pedal tn different positions.
One
Bahama Islands.
edge of a easing Is gripped by the
strap Iron hooks, and the other by
The number of American made au- the ends of the tongs. When the pedal
y
Noi'-uthose
of
In
exceeds
tomobiles
Is pushed down, the tire Is spread
any other country.
open, so that it can be repaired
Dale R. Van Horn, Lincoln, Neb., In
Bellevue hospital In New York city Popular Mechanics Magazine.
flperatea seven motor ambulances and
one bus for the Insane.
INTERCHANGE SPARES OFTEN
Pennsylvania provides for the official
seizure of any motor vehicle bearing When Left Out of Service Too Long,
Its Endurancs and Longevity
defaced or damaged motor numbers.
Are Handicapped.
Small motorcars are used by the
It is a good rule not to carry a spare
Swiss postal authorities for the transtire too long. Interchange It with the
portation of letters and telegrams.
other tires every month. Of course, it
If drivers would only learn It, the should be carried covered. When left
easiest way to avoid many gear out of service too long. Its endurancr
changes It to make the necessary ones and longevity are seriously tutiidl
capped.
sralckly.

"
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These are the most Important find
ings of the National Bureau of Eco
nomic Research, made public today
In advance of the formal publication
of the results of a year's study of
"Income In the United States." This
study, the most exhaustive ever made
of the Income question in this country,
has been conducted by Wesley Clair
Mitchell, Willford I. King, Frederick
R. Macaulay and Oswald W. Knauth,
under the auspices and direction of a
board of nineteen directors, Including
men prominent In many fields of bus!
ness, education, labor, agriculture, economlcs and practical statistics, and
representing many divergent points of

road-bulld- -

one-thir-

Tear
19119

JC00
600
600
525
62n
626
660

1910
1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

(ino
650

view.

1918

Vtt

This table exhibits the main find
ings, including the equivalent value
of per capita Income In terms of the
1913 purchasing power:
Total Na- - Per Capita Per Capita
tional Inc'e Income
Income in
Tear (Billions) in Dollars
"1913 Dol's'

1919

900

1909
1910

128.8

3L4
S1.2
33.0
34.4
33.2
36.0
46.4
53.9
61.0

1911

S319

1333

340
333
34B
3TA

336
3T.8

446
623
686

m

83S
348
804
333
850
400
896
872

Distribution of Income.
The report says that only one out
of a hundred (1 per cent) Income re
ceivers In the United States In 1918
had incomes of $8,000 or more, and
that this one per cent had 14 per cent
of the national Income. Five per cent
Incomes above $3,200,
representing
had 20 per cent of the total. Ten per
cent, including Income above $2,300,
had nearly 35 per cent of the total
the most prosperous 20 per cent. In
eluding income above $1,750, had about
47 per cent. Eighty per cent of the
income receivers had Incomes below
$1,750, receiving about 53 per cent of

the total

Income,

Shares of Labor and Capital,
In most of the years since 1912, the
bureau finds that in the principal organized industries, wages and salaries
were about 70 per cent of the total in
come; while capital (Including man
agement) received about 80 per cent
out of which were paid rent, Interest
and profits; but these proportions va
rled materially with relative prosperity and depression. In 1910, for ex
ample, the share of capital Increased
to about 35 per cent, with 65 per cen
to labor, while in 1919 capital's share
fell to about 22 per cent, while labor
got about 78. Of the total payments
to employees In the highly organized
industries, about 92 per cent goes to
the manual workers and clerical staff
wiille 8 per cent goes to officials,
Share of the Farmer.
The farmers, who during the past
decade have made up about 10 per
cent of the total of gainfully employed
had from 12 to 13 per cent of the na
tional Income In the years betwei
1910 and 1918 Inclusive; since 1917
they have been receiving 10 to 17 per
cent, or a somewhat higher propor
tion, as the following figures from tl,
report show:
Per Cent
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
191

1916
1917
1918
1919

12 9

,

11.9
12 8
12.6
12.9
13 1
12.8
16.3

17.0
16.5

Sources of Production.
As for the sources of national Income, the bureau finds, taking a general average since 1910, that agricul

TO DISCUSS PROPOSED LAWS
Argentine Branch of International
Association Draws Up Program for Meeting.

Law

Buenos
Aires.
The Argentine
branch of the International Law association has prepared, at the request
of the executive committee In London,
a program for discussion at the conference of the association whlcli Is
scheduled to be held In Huenos Aalres
In 1922.
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The report Is in press, and will be
published early In November.
How the Bureau Is Constituted.
The National Bureau of Economic
Research was organized after the war
by a group of persons who had come
to realize the need for accurate and
scientific collation of statistical Information as a basis for Intelligent solution of national problems. The directors of the bureau are T. S. Adams,
advisor to the Treasury department;
John R. Commons, of the University
of Wisconsin ; John P. Frey, editor of
the International Molders' Journal ;
Edwin V. Gay, president of the New
York Evening Post; Hnrry W. Laldler,
secretary of the Intercollegiate Socialist society; Elwood Mead, professor of
rural Institutions, University of California; Wesley Clair Mitchell, New
School for Social Research; J. E.
t,
of the firm of Price, Waterhotise
and company, aecountnnts; N. I. Stone,
comlabor manager,
pany; Allyn A. Young, professor of
economics, Harvard university ; also,
the following appointed by the organizations named: I P. Fish, of the
National Industrial Conference hoard;
Hugh Erftyne, American Federation of
Labor; David Friday, American Economic association ; W. It. Ingalls, Engineering council; J. M. I.nrkln, Industrial Relations Association of
America; George E. Roberts, American Bankers' association ; Malcolm C.
Itorty, American Statistical association; A. W. Shaw, Periodical Publishers association ; and Gray Silver,
American Federation of Farm Bureaus.
It Is a rule of the bureau that each
director must approve the findings of
the research staff, or state his specific objections as part of the report.
In this way, bias Is eliminated, for
methods and results are under constant supervision
from men whose
points of view are dissimilar.
Ster-ret-

n

Williams Press Congress President.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Walter
of Missouri
Williams,
University
School of Journalism was
president of the Press Congress of the
World by acclamation.
Tim congress passed a resolution petitioning
President Harding to admit representatives of the press to the disarmament conference deliberations.
The topics to be taken up and decided Include:
Inviolability of malison land and sea
in wartime; International organization
of labor In sea and river navigation;
international law on freight contracts;
regulations for the use of submarines
during war; rules for the recognition
of a "de facto" government by foreign
states, and International responsibility
of the state for damages that may be
suffered by foreigners during the progress of civil wars.
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orden careful attention

One of this country's prominent
physicians recently probed into the
question why men smoke.
He turned a deaf ear to glib prejudices and to accepted but
notions. He based his conclusions
upon a careful study of the use of tobacco by our men during the War.
He diagnosed smoking as being
clearly a diversion which helped
rather than interfered with ft man's
performance of his duty.
Smoking is hot a vicious practice
but a happy sport. If it were not, this
expert declares, men would long ago
have begun taking " My Lady Nicotine" in the form of pills or tablets.
Tbat'i straight to the point. A man
lights up his pipe for a little relaxation,
not to interfere with but to improve

Kat.

1873.

THE NKW VOItK l'l.KAVINU CO.tod but-

for
Mo

work.

He feels in need of a moment's letup which will add to his power.
Back he throws himself in the most
comfortable position in the old chair;
he scratches his match slowly, carefully, not ner
vously; he lights
up the fragrant
weed In the old

bowl not in
haste but lin-- .
geringly; ha

watches ths
moke curl

then
"What was that I had to do?" he
asks himself. He plans how best to
do it.

A good smoke a good sport. A
good sport a good doer, when things
nave to be done.
Smoking is the aport of doers.
Of course, a good smoke depends
upon having just the right

?reatly

We recommend Edgeworth to you
as a tobacco that has pleased many
but not all smokers.
It may please you beyond words, It
may not.
We would be very glad to have you
pass Judgment upon it.
Just send us your name and address
on a postcard. If you feel like doing
us a favor, send us also the name of ths
dealer to whom you will go for supplies, in case you like Edgeworth. We
will send you without charge samples
of Edgeworth in both forms Plug
Slice and
Edgeworth Plug Slice comes in flat
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. On
slice rubbed between the hands fills
the average pipe,
Is aim
d
Edgeworth
ply the same tobacco, rubbed up,
ready to go into your pipe,
You'rs likely to notice how nicely
Edgeworth packs. That means that ft
burns evenly and freely.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
meet the requirements of many different customers. Both Edgeworth Plug
d
Slice and Edgeworth
are put up tn pocket-siz- e
packages, in
attractive tin humidors, and glass jars
and in various quantities in between
those sizes.
For the free samples, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchanlt
If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
d
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
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Check Army for Trainmen.
San Antonio, Texas.
Orders for a
canvass of all military commands In
the Klghth army corps area, comprising five stutes, for soldiers experienced
in the operation of railway trains and

tho ninliitonaiue of ways, have been
issued at urea headtiunrters, Fort Sam
Houston. Tim letmrt, It was snld,
would show the number of officers and
enllsit'd men of each concern who havo
hail rallronil expei lonce. The men arn
to be classified under five heads: Officials, t ru In employes, yard and- sta
tion employes, shopmen mid main
tenance of way and structures.

Estata Goes to Cata.

.Cats till over the world
benefit from I lie $l'.ll,(HHl obtained
by the sale of the Kwen homestead
here. MInh Caroline Kwen, who occupied the property for years with her
two sisters, hail a passion for caring
for cuts. She devoted her life to establishing unnlliirltinis and relief organizations fur stray cats, and when
she died, left all iter estate, except
She
$.100, for cnrrylng on the work.
cut off her two sisters In her will
they were not sufficiently enthusiastic about cuts.
i
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with
ADVANCE
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the per capita income are larger lu
the United States than In any othe
country. The report estimates this as
the relative standing of the four coun
tries named at the outbreuk of the
war:
1914

Kattleand Chatter

IS.88

Income in Other Countries.
lloth the total national Income and

United Slates
United Kingdom ..
Germany
Austria

It's Easy to Stop Ford

Total
Contribution
(In Hllilonj)
ot Dollars)

Individual
Contribution
(In Dollars)

1917

1912
1913
1914
1916
1916
1917
1918

USEFUL BENCH TIRE

ture contributes about 17 per cent of
the total, manufacturing about 30 per
eut, transportation about 9 per cent.
government about o per cent, miniug
little more than 3 per cent, banklug
little over 1 per cent. The many
miscellaneous employments, professional men, retailors, jobbers, mer
chants, domestics, etc., too numerous
to list specifically, contribute 33 per
cent. In other words, our highly organized industries, even If we include
manufacturing, mining, transporta
tion, banking, and government activities such as education and
Ing, produce only about half of the national Income. The rest Is due to the
efforts of small Independent workers.
Income Tax Discrepancies.
The report estimates that the uum- bcr of persons In 1918 having Incomes
over $2,000, was 5,300,OtK), and that
their total income was over 23 billion
dollars. Income tax returns, however,
showed only 2,908,000 persons huvlng
over $2,000, and their total reported
Income was less than 14 billion dol
lars. This discrepancy Is due In part
to technical evasions and straight ille
gal withholdings, but also in part to
the existence of
Income.
what this means la terms of the Income tax Is that the government received in 1918 about half a billion dol
lars less than it would have, if all
persons receiving $2,(RK) had paid their
full amount.
Contribution of Housewives
The contribution of the 20,000,000
American housewives is not included
by the burenu In the national Income
because they are not paid in money
But the report points out that If they
were paid at the lowest possible figure
(the average recompense of personal
and domestic service) their addition to
the total national Income would be
about
or 18 billions.
On
that basis, the bureau gives the follow
lug conjectural figure as to the fluctuation of the housewife's contribution
to the national Income since 1909:

Manuel Missing.
FittKell piirk, the Knglisli

g

London.

home of
Mnmty1; ''"""ou-irnl.
refused all Infoiuuitlnn as to
whereabouts. It wits admitted Manual
was not at fill well park, lint it 'was
explained everyone who wiih in authority to speak of the former king's
plans had Kne away. The foreign office received hazy advices Indicating
the 1'ortugnose revolt might have been
engineered by syndicalists rather than
g

royullstH,
King George Won't Race.
London.
At a meeting of t he Yacht
Racing Assyclntion held recently, WaJ,
llunlok inn do public n statement saying King ISeorge would not race his

yacht lirKnniila next year. "Ills majesty regrets very much that owing to
the general need for economy he cannot afford to fit out tho Itrltnnnia next
year," said the statement. The
Is the king's yacht In which he
races in the Cowes regattas.
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COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland'.i National Remedy Since 1666.
All druggists, three sizes.
Lock for tho nam GoM Medal oa every box
and accept no iautatio

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
25c
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Coat of Tar,
Turner was tarred
and feathered at Trowbridge, twenty
miles from here by 150 farmers who
wore no musks. Turner was captured
at his house after tin all night siege.

He wits accompanied by a woman who
the farmers declared was not his wife.
The woman was permitted to depart
uniuolesled.
Cockroach Saves Woman.
Mrs. Catherine Mucks of Cleveland,
Ohio, charged wllli violating the liquor
law, was dl.Hchat'f,'cil because a roach
was found In the liquor. "I cannot accept this us evidence ; It Is unfit for
beverage purposes," said the Judge.
Meeting on Livestock Rates.
Chicago.
Hearing n complaint filed
by the Nit tional Livestock lCxcbungo
Hvei-et- t

Commission.

New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

.

S. T,

C.

Iirown, president,

and 1), C, Mowler, clialrnian of the
transportation committee,, against nl
livestock carrying railroads, has been
beard by tlio Interstate Commerce

In

.

Gets

111.

through

DIED

Soip 25c, Oiatauat 25 tea SOe.ToIcaa

Farmer

Paris,

ers

Slock

producers,

trad-

shippers testified for the exchange, It has announced, and by this
testimony the exchange will endeavor
to prove thnt livestock rates ore excessive In ttie face of depreciated vnl-uund

on livestock.

Offer Drink to Corpse.
Paris. Down In
they
have the belief Unit when a man dies
there Is no use for lils friends crying
about it, mid ho they make gny. 'Not
long ago, A n ilro lieaiilleu died. ,111s
friends gathered, bringing much liquid
refreshment.
After ninny "rounds"
they Invited their aVail companion to
Join them and helped him out of his
coffin nnd put u glass In his hand and
stood him In (he corner. Joy was so
unconflned thnt the police arrested the
mourners on the charge of .disturbing
the peace.
,'

Shrlners to Spend $10,000,000.
Pittsburgh, l"n. Ernest A. Cutis of
Savannah, (la., imperinl potentate of
the Ancient Arabic Ortler, Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine, told Shrlners of this
city that the organization lind pledged
Itself to the expenditure of (10,000,000
for the care and cure of crippled children regurdless of color, creed or sex.
Mr. Cutts said there were 400,000 crippled children within the Jurisdiction
of the shrine nnd that It Is the program of the organization to establish
'
hospitals In various sections of the)
country to care for them.

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

Ten men wert klllatl and many
wounded when 180 trucks of ammunition exploded at Fort Rtidmel, a Rumanian arsenal aad fnrtl final Ion.
Three thousand tnna of Oernirin toys
arrived In Boston on the American

PARAGRAPHS

Costume Dress
in Fall Favor

HOOVER ASKS AID
FOR RUSSIANS

IMPROVED
ROADS

PATROL SYSTEM IS FAVORED
steamer Deranof. Tapf. Thoinns (
WOULD
of the Dcrunf stiltl lie counted
GIVE
UNITED STATES
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORPointed Out by Department of Agrlxly Iron Hti'muslilitac under eonmnic-HoARMY STORES TO
STOP
The costume dress Is really the evo- not always coals, Indeed, but often
iculture as Illustration of EcoEIGN COUNTRIES.
m lie paxaetl up the river Kibe.
lution of the three piece dress. Just they are onpes. But always they are
FAMINE ON VOLGA.
nomical Maintenance.
I'rime Minister Lloyd (ieni ge baa derecently, observes n fashion wriler, suited most particularly to the
cided definitely t leave for W itslilng we had the coat and
of the particular nearer, and
skirt und the
0 on the llHer Anullnnln,
(Prepared by the United Statea Department
sat- always they refuse to be anything orcostume blouse as the
IN
of Agriculture.)
LATE
DISPATCHES Ion Nov.In lime,
It Is expected, for lite
or
Before
winter
once
else
dress.
The road patrol system used in
common,
dinary
they
at
isfactory
utility
STARVING
"eHsiim
Hie
armament
afternoon
of
t lift t even It was the coat
mid the lose that which makes them what they
Grant county, Wash., is pointed out
conference on Its opening day, Nov. 11. skirt nml the shirtwaist.
But now It are.
by the United States Department of
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
liecauiie Hie war coal France an is it dress and a coat to go with It
The skirts? Well, the skirts of these
Agriculture as an Illustration of how
of
so
much blood and maiineil
MARK THE PROGRESS
nintty
that is chosen by Hie woman who costumes just as la the case with RUSSIA MUST HAVE HELP FROM highways can be maintained most sucher soiin, dueling niunt he Keierely
knows how to be smartly as well us skirts of all other sorts of dresses are
Other
OF THE AGE.
cessfully and economically.
OTHER NATIONS AT ONCE
declares M. lioiiiicvuy, French comfortably gowned.
in a state of very decided fluctuation.
counties In the state use the "gang"
IS REPORT.
uilnlHter of juatlce, In
circular
The dress can be as ladylike as you At the moment they can be almost
system, assigning to each gang a long
to public prosecutors all over please, or us tailored as you please, uny
TM,m Vtnpipw Unto
Sr?W )
section, upon which they make repairs
length that suits the individual
France.
or even
at Intervals, seldom reaching all the
absolutely clinging one. taste, but one senses a time to come
WESTERN
(Weitlra NiniMptr Vatoii Nen Sorflci.)
On the mnrnltiK of the explosion of But the coat conies along to cover It when
necessary points. In Grant county the
they will be long or not In the
Farmers of Stockton, Kiln , have
the bomb In IiIh I'arU liotite, Myron T all and to make a casual observer beWashington. Congressional author plun is to prevent a road from getting
running at all. Now one sees skirts
to hum
wild uii ii
Merrick, American iiniliaHHiidor took lieve that the coat is the salient fea- that nre very short beside skirts that Ity bus been nuked for the use of sur- Into bad condition rather than to make
corn l.lim coming
winter instead of out an acchleul
policy for the em ture of the whole. The outer garment are unusually long and each of them plus army supplies in the famine repairs.
COl, lH St'COMlt Of the llif fl'l'elire In
and kIho ut'iiliiHt ilainaKc to IiIk hides the Inner one so gracefully that has style, undoubtedly because they areas of Russia, where from 5,000,000
ployee
There are l!t patrol sections, each
price belvVHeil these (Wl)
residence. Fnder his coiilract he juusl It succeeds In conoenlriitlng nil attento 10,000,000 people are starving, Sec- from six to ten miles long, In the 8T.8.'t
Four tinned bandits robbed Km
muke Kootl to the Into ilc llrnlle Hie tion upon Itself and in putting over
retary Hoover announced.
miles of county highways. Each secllnnk, Just otilslde of HI.
."i,IXK)
Mr. Hoover made public a letter to tion is in
dnnuiKe done to Hie liniiKe and t lie idea that nothing that lurks becharge of a patrolman, who
Six employe iiml one furniture.
IoiiIpi, of $7,11
Chairman Kiihn of the House military works
neath It could touch it for style or for
constantly on his piece of road.
cimliMii'ir were compelled Ii lay face
A bald
affairs committee, In which he called
eagle with a wing spread of beauty. Then, presto! when the coat
downward while (lie nifii Hrimpml the
attention "to the terrible situation lu
seven feet, attempted lo curry away Is laid aside Hie dress Is so lovely anil
The robbers esmoney Into sacks
the Volga basin in Russia," and ef
a
Kirl named (ilhlm, from Hie so well designed that It Immediately
In
automobile.
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forts of private relief agencies to save
home at Yiimlerhoof, B. makes one think, "Why Is nil this
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as many lives as possible.
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Keeps Tabs on
Those Who Move
of

Birmingham Cannot ness of the records in the book of the
chief of police, for in one case the
Escape Bills and Rent by
company escaped damages for nonOld Expedient.
delivery of a message, in a suit In

People

MUST REPORT ALL TRANSFERS
Ordinance Requires Owner of Vans
or Other Vehicles to Report All
Moving to Police Helpful
to Authorities.
Itirmlughum, Ala. Those who find
it cheaper to move than to pay rent
or meet other bills, are pretty well reformed In this city, or are In process
of being weeded out In either case by
means of un ordinance so riveted that
offenders canuot escape.
The ordinance requires the owner of every
transfer or other vehicle to report
promptly all moving to the chief of police, and entries of the same are at
once made in a book duly alphubeted
and dated,' and the book Is always
9peu for the inspection of any and
everyone who may ask to see It.
Of course one who plans to turn
delinquent will try to conceal his Identity while In the act of moving, but
the ordinance makers foresaw that
Impulse and attached penalties for
false names or misleading reports,
which fairly shut out that form of
trickery. Altogether the ordinance lias
worked so well that Birmingham has
been solicited by other cities for copies
of the act and for the experiences under It which have made It a magic
cure for
It Is a fixture
In Birmingham, for It has been in
force since March of 1013.
Generally Helpful.
Its enact nient came about lu thnt
year through the Itetall Furniture
Dealers' association. At the ensuing
election it had an able enforcer lu
Commissioner of Public Safety Arlie
Barber, who thoroughly believed in It
and kept everybody Toneerned up to
the scratch. He found that some of
the colored laundresses had a fushlon
of suddenly changing their addresses
when well stocked with the linen of
their tilcnts ; that in some districts
Overdue gas bills gave sufficient cause
for families to vacate quarters, and
delinquents for rent and for tradesmen's accounts were connnou in all
districts. The telephone company had
occasion to compliment the commissioner on the accuracy and complete

which the person addressed
had
moved, but claimed to be living in his
old home at the time e the message.
His claim was thrown out of court by
the evidence of the chiefs records.
Furniture dealers who had been be
hind the original enactment soon found
their troubles eased by it, and finally
they were almost without bad bills.
Police Are Benefited.
In time the detective department of
the city benefited by the ordinance,
for It enabled them to locate unde
sirables,
bootleggers,
and the kind of women who scattered
themselves over the city after the
abolishment of the old
red-lig-

Once there was a concerted attempt
by the transfer warehousemen to undo
the ordinance. They obtained a re.
straining injunction against Its en
forcement, and went Into court on the

Headquarters Train of Greeks in Asia Minor

Veteran Served Sentence
of Man Who Saved His Life
Because his "buddy" saved his
life in France, Harry V. Ilaley,
known as general prisoner No.
22102, assumed his name, and Is
serving a six months' sentence
In the United States disciplinary
Fort Leavenworth,
bnrracks,
Kan., for desertion, alleged to
have been committed by his
friend.

f

Admiralty.
LIFTS

16

TONS

OF

METAL

Believed That Much of Steel and
Metals Lost Through Operations
of German Submarines May
Be Recovered.
London. Fishing with submarine
magnets for allied ships which strew
the bottom of the North sea and the
English channel may be attempted on
a large scale in the near future if an
invention recently placed at the disposal of the British admiralty proves
to be practicable In deep-sesalvage
operations. It is believed that the device may recover much of the loss in
steel and metals caused by the submarines. It Is also probable that it may,

n

Laughed at Undertaker.
Martins Ferry, 0. Mrs. John Bobe
entered the room where her husband
lay 111. Believing him to be dead, she
telephoned an undertaker and some
one gave ills obituary to a newspaper,
When the undertaker arrived he was
greeted with a laugh from the sup
posed corpse, who was sitting up talk'
lng to friends.

to some extent,

replace the

the

Camels and motor t nicks afford an odd contrast In this photograph
Greek forces in Asia Minor, prepurlng to leave the vicinity of F.skl-Hheh- r

damage lu highest flood lu 130 years.
Cloudburst and hailstorm damage at

logical Mumps.
EXPECT

PATIENT

SURVIVE

TO

diver.
The "submarine
"
Is
octagonal in shape, three feet In width
between the opposite sides, two and a
half Inches In depth, weighs seven
hundredweight, and is strong enough
to lift 18 tons of metal. In salvage
work three mngnets will be employed
simultaneously, In order to get a good
hold on the larger sections of armor
plate.
Gigantic searchlights will first be
turned on the wreck, and after the
vessel has been blown to pieces by ex
plosives the magnets will go down to
search for anchors, chain cables and
pieces of metal. The power will be
sufficient to raise all fragments of
metal, even though they be encased In
electro-magnet-

wood.

United States Suffers Chiefly From Ex
cess of High Temperature and Deficiency of Moisture Some
Recent Disasters.
New York. The old spheroid known
as the earth is emerging troiu wnut
some human diagnosticians might call
a severe attack of meteorological
mumps. It has been accompanied by
an Intermittent fever, manifested In a
world-widheat wave of unusual
length and Intensity. In spite of crises
and relapses, earthquakes, tidal waves,
waterspouts,
cloudbursts,
typhoons,
huilstorms, Hoods and hurricanes In
many widely separated parts, from
Kamchatka to Cupo Horn aud from
Guam to (Juaduloupe, tho doctors are
confident the patient will recover.
Meauwhllo the United Slates for the
lust year has been suffering chielly
from an excess of high temperature
and n deficiency of moisture, a condi
tion unprecedented In the titty years'
history of the weather bureau.
Suffers Heat Waves.
The persistent higher temperatures,
for which a number of speculative explanations have been given, began In
August, 11)20, and for the succeeding
twelve mouths there was un average
monthly excess above normal of 3.4
March, 1921, un unusually
degrees.
wurm spring month, had un excess av
erage of 10.8 degrees. The first slight
break in the record occurred lust August, which was slightly below normal.
In the nine months' period beginning
In October, 1918, and ending lu July,
1919, the average monthly temperature
wns 2.71 degrees above nonnul, and
this was a record until sun spots, sea
bottom upheavals or other hypothetical
causes sent the mercury still higher.
The highest average temperature ever
recorded in this country for tho month
of March, weather olllcials say, was
e

d

during the war
Country Making Rapid Recovery were killed or wounded, the statement presents the following statistics
From Ruins of War.
of civic reconstruction.
Inhabitants Deported because of the
war,
2,500,278; returned to France,
Houses Arise From the Ground and 1,975,798.
Fields Covered With Promising
Abandoned, 3,256 ;
Municipalities
Crops Population of Devasted
3,216.
Area Optimistic.
Schools Before the war, 7,271 ; reestablished, 6,830.
Paris. An Impressive picture of the
Houses Destroyed, 789,000; rebuilt,
extent of France's achievement In re- 10,213; repaired, 320,700.
afregions is
Land Devastated, 8,240,000 acres;
storing her
forded by M. Loucheur, the minister of cleared from projectiles, wire entangleliberated regions, In a public state- ments and trenches, 6,881,000 acres.
ment entitled "The Revival of France."
Farm land devastated,
Agriculture
Otlicial statistics of the destruction 4,571,000 acres; farms now cultivacaused by the war and the reconstruc- ted, 3,420,000 acres.
Live Stock Horses and mules cartion accomplished up to May 1, 1921.
the minister states, show that "the ried away, 867,000; restored, 90,303;
France of today Is the same as France oxen carried away, 530,000; restored,
of yesterday, and that in peace as la 120,263 ; sheep and goats carried away,
war she continues to work with stead- 469,000; restored, 121,164.
miles ;
Roads Destroyed, 32,960
fastness, couraire and confidence."
repaired, 18,825 miles;
After showing that 5.154,000 of the temporarily
014)0000 Frenchmen from 19 to 50 definitely repaired, 8,420.

years of age

d

mobilized

n

m..

factories (each having at least
twenty employees, 1014), 5,297; de- stroyed, 4,700; resumed operation, 3,

which shows the headquarters' train ol
lu pursuit of the Turkish nationalists,

World Is Slowly Recovering From France suffers most severe drought lu
47 years.
Severe Attack of MeteoroRhino and Moselle rivers do great

roc-ou-
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Long Siege of
Freak Weather

deep-se- a

They Got Mr. Lloyd George's Number

COMING

P"

e

The mechanical diver's possibilities
were demonstrated recently at an exhibition at the Albert docks, Silvertown, attended by representatives of
the British admiralty, the Port of Lon
don authority and the salvage and
shipbuilding companies. Into 36 feet
of water were thrown several steel
girders weighing two tons, some gas
cylinders, castings, a section of rail
way switch and other metallic objects,
Brought Up Girders.
Swung by a crane, the magnet dlv
and, to the amazement of the wit
nesses, came up with the steel girders
glued to Its under side. The operation
was repented until the last piece of
metal had been raised.
At one stage of the demonstration
there was lively competition between a
human diver and the diving magnet
The steel railway switch, owing to Us
peculiar shape, could not be located
until a diver had gone down and placed
the magntt In contact with the rails,
"The magnet is not Intended to sup
plant divers," said Mr. Neule, head of
the Nenle Magnet Construction com
pany, In charge of the development of
the Invention. "It will be of value 48.3, In March, 11)21.
The average temperature for April,
chielly in cases of wrecks In deep wa
ter, or silted up, where divers cannot 1921 55 degrees was the wannest for
go.
that month in half a century. May and
"It will also be used for loading an June were not unusual, but July broke
unloading vessels,, discharging metallic all records for the preceding eleven
ores, lifting machinery nnd loading years.
steel sections from rolling mills.
Weather bureau olllcials here decurrent of 10 niniieres, at a pressure clined to discuss thi! possible connecof 220 volts, supplies the power."
tion between the present high temperatures and disasters of nature In many
Paper
parts of the world.
t
Perth. Good paper cun he mad
A glance hack for
disasters
from the common eucalyptus, expert and natural phenomena shows the
metits tn that effect having been made following :
In West Australia.
Various slate gov.
Two million Koreans starving In
ernments and private Interests hav Manchuria owing to drought-ruinecontributed upward of $100,000 for crops.
the erection of plants and the Insta
Three hundred buildings wrecked
billon of machinery for further Inves and many killed by hailstorm aud watigation Into the mutter.
terspout ut Bucz, Cuba.
Three volcanoes, Yillnrlea, Llnlmn
These two women really got Premier Lloyd George's number. It was
Coal hns been found valueless In th
flames more than a
and he gave it, as required by law, while on his way to vote In Cax-to- n best porcelain furnaces, the fumes dis and Lnnln, spout
thousand feet from cruters.
ware.
hall during the recent abbey election.
the
coloring
Drought kills lish tn river Seine and

FRANCE IS FAST

in
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The Su
Issue of constitutionality.
preme court ruled that It was both
constitutional and reasonable. Minor
changes were made In It, not lnter-ferinat all with its efficiency, and
It Is here to stnv. with the annroval
of every reputable Interest.

May Use Magnet
to Raise Ships
Submarine Invention Passes Salvage Test of the British

iinipunnpini

WILL MAKE

Rome, Italy.
Mount Vesuvius shows activity and
earthquake shock Is felt from Leghorn

to Lake Luglno.
Italian destroyers carry Inhabitants
to safety as volcano Stromboll resumes activity.
Damage of several million drachmas
done lu Ureece by severe hailstorms.
Earth Blocks Canal.
Karth blocks Corinth canal.
Cyclone devastates three towus lu
Haiti.
volcano Ivllauen In Hawaii spouts
immense fountains of lava.
Activity of the volcano I'opocatapetl
In Mexico Increasing.
Earthquake shakes Vera Cruz and
four other cities.
JLlghtulng strikes oil wells, causing
millions of dollars damage lu Tamplco
and other districts.
Mexicans pray to "water goddess" to
end drought.
Volcano Colltmi In Jalisco Is la erup
tlon.
Many lives lost In waterspout which
destroyed part of Tangier, Morocco.
volcano Masayu In Nicaragua lu
eruption.
Typhoon and floods la Philippines,

MAN'S

WORK

New York Subway Insignificant In
Comparison With Insects' Tunnels
Wonderful Works of Cutting
Ants In Texas.
New York. The subways and tunnels under the Hudson und East rivers
have attracted attention throughout
the world, and by some have been
numed as one of the greatest engineering feats lu this era of wonderful feats.
Man has all the machinery that science could Invent to assist him, cement
and stone to make tho tunnels waterproof, instruments of precision to help
hi m In driving the tunnels or subways
In the right direction and ut the proper
level below the water lino or street
level.
It Is interesting to compare this
work of man with similar works of
the cutting ants In Texas. Compare
the work of mini with all his machinery und Instruments and thnt of
the mils with only their Jaws and perhaps one pair of legs which they use
ut a time, the sl.e and length of the
tunnel with that created hy man, and,
lastly, the relative sl.o of the ants and
man, and you must admit that taking
all tilings Into comparison the work
of the ants Is of fur greater magnitude
than that of man.
Dr. Henry McCook states that (ien-erFountain, while stationed nt Fort
Clark, noticed that the troop garden
was constantly being raided by these
ants, which stripped the vegetables of
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took up arms only in selfdefense, endeavoring at the same time

to maintain Justice and liberty for
the world," said M. Loucheur. "For
nearly five years her richest province
have endured continual martyrdom,
And yet hy her own means the ruin
are reviving, houses arise from the
ground, fields are covered with nrornl
lng crops. The populations of the
devastated areus balleve that they ca
rely on the spirit of solidarity of n
those who have measured the magn
tune or their sacrifice and unde
stood their unquestionable right to the
fullest reparations.
Find Buried Treasure.
lierun.
marks'
lwemy million
worth of gold und silver, which Is be
to
have been hidden by Ger
lieved
legendary "Capt.
Kldd"
many's
Claus Rtoertehecker has Just lieen
dug "P .ear the North sea coast, said
a Hamburg dispatch to the Neue
liner Zeltung.

Br

Farmer Crams Melons
Into Boys for Robbery
Council BlnfTs, la. To be compelled to gorge themselves on a
truckload of melons which they
had stolen from a Held was the
novel form of punishment for
nine young men caught by Walter J. Miller, melon grower.
Miller surprised the youths
nnd advanced on them with a
revolver, foi4sVl)11'111- - t drive
tho truck to his 1ickv
lie then locked thenN
room, and holding them In terror forced them to eat melons
that his wife passed through a
window.
At the end of the
contest the robbers were nil rolling on the floor lu ngouy while
three melons only remained In
the truck.
melon-eutin-

Federal Bureau

Will

Investigate

Highways of Nation.
Seeks information on Cost, Character
of Construction and General Con.
dition of Country's Roads
fcsks

Washington. The bureau of public
rouds of the United Stutes Department
of Agriculture will shortly unaertnue
survey of the mileage, cost, churacter
of construction and general condition
of the nation's highways. The survey,
which Is the most extensive ever undertaken and the first In seven yeurs,
Is to tie made with the aid of slate and
local jfflclnls and Individuals the counto
try fver, and Is comparable only
the (treat task of taking the national
veusus.
Nobody, in all probability, could
,.,,uuu tAftnv uithln tiillllona nt rinllnrft
j
bat the roadways totul, In dollars
!

.

and cents, on the ledger of the national
assets. Nobody knows how many miles
there are where wheels may roll. The
strength and the weakness of the nation's transportation arteries likewise
are unknown In detail.
When the survey is completed, all
these and other fuets will be known
and will be available for guidance to
road builders. In addition there will
be abundant dutu to show up comparisons of costs. The
roads of,
say, Pennsylvania can be laid, dollar
for dollar and mile for mile, alongside
roads of California and
the
other states. First cost and malnte-nuue- e
of macadam, asphult, concrete
every kind of rond built from one section cun be matched against such costs
from every other section, If desired.
The way to muke the dollar most effective in rond work thus will be pointed
out.
Rural highways as well as urban are
to be Included, the latter embracing all
roads, streets and alleys la Incorporat
well-bui-

well-bui- lt

BY

ANTS

their leaves, compelling them to abandon the garden. Another location wnj
selected, surrounded by an Irrigation
ditch, but before long the ants again
The officers thought thai
appeared.
they had tunneled under the water, nnd
one of them, skeptical of their nbllltj
to accomplish such an engineering feat,
He drained the IrrigatInvestigated.
ing strenin (some four or five feet
wide), dug up the bed and traced the
Insects' trill from their point of enter
lng the garden to their old nest on the
opposite side. There are also other accounts of their making galleries undei
the water.
A farmer near Austin, to get rid ol
depredations of an Immense colony ol
these nuts near his home, had set his
men to dig it up. To reach the central
nest he had traced the nuts from n
tree Inside his home premises, which
they had stripped of leaves, to a point
()(!'.)

feet distant.

Tho nest occupied a space ns largt
as a small cellar, the lowest and main
cave being us large as a Hour barrel.
From this point radiated the nvepuej
over which tho lints mari liod on theli
raids.
Doctor McCook, with the assistance
of a civil engineer, proceeded to survey the main course of the Insects. In
some places the tunnel was us deep as
six feet beneath the surface, the average depth being about eighteen Inches.
At the "exit hole," 484 feet from the
nest, the tunnel was two feet deep.
Besides this main lino there were two
branch tunnels which deflected from
tho trunk lino to gain entrance to a
peach orchard 125 feet distant.
ed communities of 2,500 Inhabitants or
more. How the funds ure provided for

constructing

U4,r.

"France

Maln-Dour-

BEATEN

Perform Engineering Stunts Surpassing Human Feats.

SURVEY

and especially on Island of Luzon, d
great damage.
Six new craters opened at Mount
Wco, Salvador.
province
Wateispout In
of Spain, damages crops aud villages
Heat In the Alps causes glaciers ts
shrink and nine mountain climbers ar
killed.
dead lu tornadoes widen
Seventy-fivsweep southern United States.
Flood Inundates Pueblo, causing 10.000,000 property loss.
Forty-seveperish In San Antonio
(Texas) Hood.
One consolation of tho freak weath
er, however, Is tue prospect oi uu
"open winter."

and

maintaining

rouds

ulso will be made known. The amount
Invested In road machinery un Item
concerning w hich even approximate Information Is lucking toduy will be

sought. After the Information Is obtained It will be kept up to date.
In undertaking the survey the bureau requests the assistance of
every
unit of government doing roud work
In the nation ; of road officials tho country over, and of associations, organizations nnd Individuals, down to the mun
with a flivver, having Information or
duta cs to local highway activities. As
future legislation may be bused on
percentage of road mileage, It Is point,
ed out that It Is essential for each unit
to have Its total, as well as Its tnw
proved roud mlleuge, carefully and correctly recorded In the survey.
Longer Skirts for Teachers Ordered.
LyndhurBt, N. J. Longer skirts and
no silks or satins this Is the latest
order to teachers Issued by the Lynd-hurschool board. The order doe
not specify the length demanded.
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CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA

f

ir

Hurry, mother I Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "Collfornia
Fig Syrup" and it never fails to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If constipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or if stomach is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels la
often nil that Is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! Tou must
say "California" or you may get an
Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement
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Wiihlilnutim HiM'liilh
Kiniiih Kliimiliir.
This iIoi-nut
iiioim Hint In the orillniiiy
'
of hoi In iiint'iiltli-the
i
Is illlToicnt rroni other
t
W
niillnl city
I
I'llli'K
nf tho luml, lull III the slnic-- l
VJ
X
J I " nil nspoot mill In tho nii'llnsl ninl
iniiiiiHT of the doings of its society
or I'lilhor hoi'IiiIim u .iIiIii..i..i, i..
o...i slloniihly ii rlt.v iiimrt.
liot Hint tl,lM ilty Is Ihc
nipltnl f KP,.t
''Xii.lrv ninl ii,,,) HTH
,.,,(lf ))m,.,HM ,lf
"Mintry dwell, rnH,1(
fll.,
f(,.( ()f
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iul nlomi'iit
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H'wllil life.
Their Hif seven ilNtinc t hiicIiiI circles In the
city
of WiiMhliiKtoii.
Kuril circle Ims Us illstlnct plnce
mill eiich enjoys Its own s
ewluit Isolnteil nc- tlvllleH.
Anil yet then,
,
tlmoH when nil the
IrcloR heciiine coiicentrlc ninl within
the one

the ineinherH of nil circles mlnjjle.
Hoes this houiii! nhsrure? In truth It is
very
slinplu mutter. Ttie seven gnclnl circles of
tire those of the Hilinlnlstnitlon, of
cohkicss,
,iif the illilniiiiitM, of thu iinny uml tnwy, of th
of
the scientists uml of the oh)
Jmllclnry,
Ho It Is Hint till thrmiKii
the so culled
seiiHou WHMhlnKton wltnesMes nil kinds of
IIiirs whlcti are Mepurnte one from Btiother mid
which are Httenilod only by those, whe were horn
r hii vii heen Inducted Into the piirtlcnlar
Then comes perhaps some t;renter event
anil nil nr hldileii inn! nil gn.
Now why In It that WHHhltiifton Is us It Is Hoclul-ijIn the first place It In what It Is hecmiKe lu
lil U)wu, except for the residential set neither
Wrth nor money run count for anything It Is the
ofllin held or the Httiiliiiiieiitu reticheil, us In tlie
case of the MclentlstH, which lietermlneg tlie position of the limn und Ills family In Washington
(toclely. TIiIh Is America and the oltlce and not
h niiiii must lie accepted and honored. In
a limn may he poorer Hum the turkey of
Joh and limy have heen horn in a Riirrot, hut If
he has niude good mid the people, have lionored
him liy election to IiIkIi olllce lie freely can enter
n certiiln White House which the country counts
an better limn any Newport or Southampton
11

Wusli-liiKln-

n

resl-dent-

clrciini-Terenc-

?

Wnsli-lUKto- n

mtiii-Hlo-

It lins heen Inl limited that WnsbliiKton society
Is systemutlzeil.
So It Is. It bus to be.
Tlie
prvHcnce of so ninny foreigners of blli otllclal ninl

position has tnadn precedence n prime
cnpltul city. l''orel(ners are (rent
atlcklcrs for wlmt may lie culled tlie rl(ht of way.
Tlir aiiiliiisHiidor of longest service must precede
the nniliiissiidor of Hhortcr service and his wife
must precede (lie other iiiiilinssudnr's wife or
t)nre will he dire trouble.
This precedence lins forced K.vstcni Into
nay of iIoIiik tblims socially. In CldeiiKo
one man uml one woiiinn nt a reception can walk
ahead of another iniin and unotlicr wouiaii without menial discomfort to themselves and without
Injury to the feollnuH of tlie trtillliiK couple. In
Washington HiIiiks are different because American
olllce holders, or more strictly xpcakiiiK, Hn'lr
wives, have Imbibed tlie precedence draught from
the cups of the foreigners. And so here the cabinet olllcer must walk ulieud of tlie senator, the
senator ahead of the representative, and tlie
ahead of TIioiiiuh Jones who holds no
omre.
All this may neem snolihlsh to the last decree,
bill In a way I tie thing is most excellently democratic. Tim precedence Riven a man In Washington really la n compliment to the people who
elected him lo olllce or who elected the man who
appointed him to olllce. Here Is where tlie democracy of WiiKldiiKtoti society comes In despite Its
rols.
prtHMslence und Home seeming fol-dSpeaking of ileiniM'racy In America, who Is tlie
first lady of tlie land? She lias been a working
newspaper woman and an American housewife In

personul

tnntler

In Hie

Wash-ItiKlon'- s

e

hiiihII city.

Tlie administration circle proper comprises the
reii!cnt and Ida wife and the cabinet ollleers and
their wives and families. Then ten cabinet ollleers
funk In the order In which the departments which
Uiey represent were formed. The list runs thus:
state, trensnry, war, Justice, poatodlce, navy, Interior, agriculture, commerce und labor.
The social activities of the cabinet part of the
flmliilstratlun circle are conllneil almost entirely
small dinners given during the winter months.
Itteyvbgln with the secretary of state and his
Wife as hoflts and continue at the rate of one each
Wek until concluded at the home of the secretary
f labor. Kscli affair Is given In honor of the
resident sad Ills wife and a few additional guests,
tor often thau not these guests are selected from
out of town.
Tbese, with rare exceptions, are the only func-(loUutt the President attends outside of the
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contrary, goo" elery'
where. Tluit Is, she noes to
her most Iiilliiiulc fi'icinlx
f'"' any '"'iislon mill to others Willi whom she U not su
closely iiHsoi'liilcil for special events.
In truth the
social head of tills nut Inn Is
the wife of the President
uml not the
Hie
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liliu-self-

Although one hears much
more iilioul the large society
ufl'ulra which lake place nt
1'
the AV
House, they ire
y -few In number compured
with the snialler atralrs. The
wife of the President, knowing nil the various circles,
wants to do honor to encl, Hll,
,.,,,.,. ,
vale iiciualnlance In a fiimillnr wiiv
gives a series
of muslc.iles, tens and smll
rece)ltloiis.
in the afternoon nnd
again In the evening.
Luncheon at the White Mouse Is
an Informal affair to uhlch the President usunlly
Invites guests,
frequently without much prevlmm notice. The invited are more often than not
friends
who buve come t Wiihhlngton for
it few duvs
and have business nt the While House. It is only
occasionally that the While House luncheon becomes what the society editor culls a function.
It would lie dlfliciilt to estimate the extent of the
entertaining which Is done In a year nt the White
House through the small uml Informal and
affairs. The probabilities are that every
day when the President and liU wife, are nt home
In Washington
guests partake of the hospitality
of the historic house.
This sort of entertainment
without doubt is tlie most effective. It enables
both hosts and guests to beiiime better acquainted.
It becomes possible for one to suy "The. President
and bis wife know me." Instead of "I know tlie
I'realdent nnd his wife."
Great State Function
In saying a word for lie small nnd intimate
affairs there Is no Intention to minimize the Importance of tlie grent slate functions which In their
way anialgiiniiite for the time being the various
circles which form Wnslilngtoti society. One Is
able to determine to some extent what these huge
assemblies accomplish from (lie fact that from
two thousand lo three thousand persons attend
each of hem, To be sure, there Is more or less
crowding when they nre Indoor affnlrs, but It Is
unitizing how well they are handled by the President's tinny uml navy aids,
It has been the custom to hobl four grent receptions each season. The first Is In honor of tlie
diplomatic corps, the second for the judiciary,
the third for congress and the lust for the army
and niivy. They take place soon after the Christmas holidays and are given two weeks apart. Kach
administration chooses the day of the week on
which they shall he given. Thursday for some
reason seems to linve been the favorite day.
May Is the month for White House garden parties. These affairs nre also the special province
of the mistress of the mansion, for the invitations
nre sent out In her name. However, tho President
always Is present uml receives with Ids wife. It
Is perhaps needless to wy that the parties nre
lurge ones, for there Is no reason to leave out
anyone who Is eligible. The White House grounds
nre spacious and bountiful nnd no tlner setting
could be found.
There nre us n rule four garden parties, one
In ense of rainy
a week until the series ends.
went her the party must he given In the White
House, much to the disappointment of everybody.
The affair then becomes more like one of the
winter receptions. There Is, however, n marked
difference In tlie receiving line. Whereas only
the President nnd his wife receive nt the summer
port Is, the wives of the vice president and cabinet
officers are In the line at their left at the winter
Kveryoue living In the capital city
receptions.
wants to be Invited to a White House garden party, but it Is the old residential group who from
time Immemorial have considered the garden fetes
at "the President's house" as their special festal
privilege.
Entertaining the Diplomatic Corps.
An administration circle affair which has developed Into one of the most Important during the
season Is the luncheon to the diplomatic corps at
which the secretary of stnte Is host. At one time
the secretary of state held the luncheon In his
home, but the expansion of the foreign corps has
made a private house Impossible as a banquet hall
I'nlon building, of which
nd so the
Washington Justly la proud. Is used each New
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SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
of kidney or bladder disease.

If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N.
Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Tall?
American and an Kngllslimnn
were discussing the merits of their
respective purents.
"Ah !" said the Ynnkee.
"I guess
my father was a clever man. He was
a chimney-shaf- t
builder, and made
himself famous with the Inst shaft
he erected."
the Eng"Oh, indeed !" remarked
lishman.
"Sure thing," continued the American. "It was so high Hint when tlie
weathercock got stuck, tlie man who
went up to put it right had to take
a week's rations for the journey!"
"Oil, ho !" laughed the Englishman,
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
"That's nothing. My father was also
Touch pimples, redness, roughness a shaft builder, and the Inst one he
or itching, if any, with Cutlcura Oint- built wns so high that he bad to go
ment, then bathe with Cuticura Soup up every night und take the top off
and hot water. Elnse, dry gently and to let the moon go by." London
dust on a little Cuticura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Lonesome.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement.
"You concede Hiut our city Is beautiGOT UNCLE ON TENDER SPOT ful, lins clean streets, healthful surroundings nnd good government?"
"Of course,"
said the
former
Small Boy's Innocent Repitition of
New Yorker.
Mother's Remark Not Likely to
"You have established a good busl-i.ePromote Cordiality.
here?"
"Oh, yes."
Joe had received a
"Then
why can't you be happy
watch of that sort all boys have for
a birthday present.
With It was a lit- among us?"
"You have no rush hours."
,
tle chain, the whole outfit taken together not costing more than ifJi. But
Joe did not value it accordingly. His
Case of Demonstratitis.
"I am thinking of buying a car."
uncle, amused at him, told him all
the burglar stories he could think of.
"Why buy? Have jou had demonHut little Joe wasn't awed. Finalstrations from them nil?"
"Not quite, but tlie demonstrators
ly, near the end of the week, his uncle
asked, "Aren't you afraid burglars men's quite so demonstrative as they
will steal your watch. Joe?"
were at first. Tlie last one that took
"No, sir," be said, and his eyes mc shopping was even more unenthu-siastl- c
shone with pi hie. "You see me go
than the one that had taken
out to tlie garage Just before dark. me calling the day before. I think he
Uncle Bob. Well, I hide my watch iva. the one who put the demon In
under the sent of your car. Mother demonstrate." Retail Ledger,
said burglars wouldn't steul It If you
gave them a prize for doing It, 'cause
It's so rickety."
New Statute Needed.
"Judge, he stoys away from home
Sweet Dreams.
practically all the time."
Like most
"That's bad."
Dorothy
Jane Is always very Insistent on hav"Why, I even have to go out to the
ing her own solutions. One evening golf links when I want to ask him for
she decided she must have something money."
to eat before going to bed, and on a
Drawn Together.
survey of the pantry, decided on raw
"Mrs. Jlbway ond Mrs. Gadder have
Irish potatoes. However, big sister
objected to this choice, saying: "Dor- declared a truce."
"What brought that about?"
othy Jane, you must not eat raw potatoes before going to sleep; you will
"Community of envy."
have bad dreams."
"Eh?"
"Mrs. Gadspur of the same neigh"Weil, then give me sweet potntoes ;
they make me sweet dreams," argued borhood has a new car."
Dorothy Jane.
Admitted.
The Wrong Batch.
Blinks I read a curious article tho
"I never tasted such queer batter other day odvocatlng a tax on beauty.
cakes."
Jinks Good Idea. They won't hava
much trouble In collecting It.
"Hey, you've fried my home brew."

Christian Name.
In a certain primary class the teacher bad been nt grent pains to explain
the distinction between surnames and
Christian mimes. Then she called
upon the children to give examples of
each kind from their own names and
those of other members of their families.
When Charles wns asked to tell In
one statement the surname nnd the
Christian name of his father, he responded, nfter some hesitation: "My
father's surname Is Tompkins, nnd his
Christian name Is a Methodist."
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Year's day for the entertainment following tlie
holiday reception tit the White House.
The President also entertains the diplomats nt
a dinner, hut only tlie ambassadors and ministers
are Invited. The state dining room of the executive mansion
not spacious enough to Include
the eutiii secretarial corps. Other state dinners
given by the President and his wife are In honor
of the speaker of the house of
representatives
and the vice president and their wives. Still
dinner Includes the members of the supreme bench and their wives.
Politics and Society Mixed.
If there is one set of people In Washington
which has an unbreakable
entertaining hnhlt It Is
the diplomatic corps. This Is as It should be, for
diplomatic relations are maintained more or less
through social relations.
Anything or nothing is
an excuse for something to be
given by diplomats.
U may be the
coming of a new ambassador, minister, secretary or attache. Then again it may be
tlie departure of some one of their number.
A
prospective wedding within the diplomatic circle
is sufficient reason for a score of social functions
before tho event takes place. There Is nlso a
He who lives only In future joys will
Being sntlsfted with yourself Is not
circle within the diplomatic circle. Tlie South always a compliment to your taste.
know ninny present pains.
und Central American countries are n group by
themselves, which forms the
Union.
One of the most beautiful buildings by some
It Is considered the most beautiful
litis been
erected for the uses, both olllclal and social, of the
Union,
Just as tlie members of tlie diplomatic corps
bring something from nil parts of tlie world, so
the members of house nnd senate bring something
from every stnto In the Union,
in some wnys
the hitter lire the most Important part of the
It made u kood many trips to the well and it
life here and one Is tiuide nwiire of It in many of
came back in good order.
the social affairs given for them, especially by the
"I can take care of myself," it said "they
members of the diplomatic corps.
Politics and
don't need to talk about risks to me."
society ure Inextricably mixed up nnd yet there Is
method throughout.
One of the first things for
But it went once too often.
the wife of n newcomer In the diplomatic circle
is to find out who the members of congress ure In
After that it was only part of a pitcher, and
Hie foreign relations committees nnd then to call
they didn't need to talk to it about risks it knew.
on the wives of both house nnd senate members.
That opens up a series of culls for the senntors
A lot of people won't believe coffee can harm
nnd representatives wives. One Is sure to see n
them until it does harm them.
large amount of entertaining among the diplomats
for members of congress and their wives.
"Nonsense!" they say, "it never disturbs me."
Other Great Circles.
When it does disturb them, then they know.
The army nnd navy generally nre classed as one
Often the disturbance which they then recogcircle, whereas they really nre two distinct entitles. In Washington, however, they get together
nize is the result of irritations to nerves and dimore than In other cities. The circle here Is a
gestion which have been going on for a long time.
lurge one, despite tlie fact that there are many
If you have to lie awake at night and count
departures. There are always others to fill vathe clock ticks, after an evening cup of coffee, then
cancies. And so It is that the circle keeps going
round with hops, balls, luncheons, dinners and
you know that it's better to be safe than sorry.
bridge. The members of the sister branches of
The risk of coffee's harm is gone when the
the government service know how to have a good
meal-tim- e
drink is Postum.
time and to make things move in the capital.
Most people outside of Wnsldngton may not
Here's a delightful and satisfying table bevrealize what a considerable part of the populntlon
erage, with charm for the taste and without harm
Is made up of the scientists' circle.
There nre
for nerves or digestioa You know you're on the
men working la every kind of science In the government service. With their families they form
right road with Postum; there's never the posa
colony, The official domicile of the
sibility that youTl go once too often.
scientists Is the Cosmos Hub, part of which was
Postum comes in two forma: Instant Postum (in tins)
Dolly Madison's old home. There Is no question
made instantly in the cup by the addition of
boiling water.
which
Interest
and
the
this
about
Importance
Poatum Cereal (in package of larger bulk, for thow who
particular set adds to the social life of the national
prefer to nuke the drink while the meal ia being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minute.
capital.
One word about the old residential set which
loves to style itself the "cave dwellers." There
ure not so many of them for, as one frequently
hears, everybody In Washington comes from somewhere else. The real cave dweller was "born and
rulsed" here. However, there are In the residenMad by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle
Creek, Mich.
tial circle some outsiders who have spent most
of their Uvea within the shadow of the capltot.

You remember the story

of the Pitcher

gisid-slie-

"There's a Reason"

for Postum
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JOY BROUGHT

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

INTO HOME
By Lydia E. Pinkham't Vegetable Compound, Restoring
Mrs. Benz to Health

ByF.

Altoona, Pa. "I am writing to tell
you what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
31 wmpuuuu nuts uone
I
lor me. We nave

six children
1 bad
die almost at birth.

From one hour to
nineteen days ia all
they have lived. As
1 was going to nave
another, I took a
dozen bottles of your

rap f

Vegetable Compound and I can say
that it is the greafttest medicine on
earth, for this baby is now four months
old ana a neaitnier DaDy you wouia not
want. I am sending you a picture of
her. Everybody says, "lhat is some
healthy looking baby.' You have my
consent to show this letter." Mrs. C.
W. Benz, 1313rd Ave., Altoona, fa.
No woman can realize the joy and

V

Li

happpiness this healthy babe Drought
into the home of Mrs. Benz, unless iey
have had a like experience.
Every woman who suffers from any
ailments oeculiar to her sex. as indica
ted by backaches, headaches, bearing-dow- n
pains, irregularities, nervousness

J

KIiiaq'' phniilH nnfr. Mflt until
have jjiven Lydia E. Piakham'i
Vegetable Compound a trial

they

A

were to

i

the editor of a news- puper of accepting blackmail

j

TODAY,

IF,
J

anyone

your

i

when lie exchanges ft year's sub- scrlptlon to his puper for a i
bushel of potatoes or to state
that a merchant Is guilty ot the
same practice when he trades
bis goods fur fi'iin produce they
would probably he sued for
libel. As a mutter of fact, they
would lie only using the word
In its primary sense.
In the enrly days of English
derived
"blackmail"
history
from the word "black" and the
French "innllle," meaning rent-- was
applied to the rents received
from tenants in the form of
work or grain. In contradistinction to payments made In silver
or white money (mallle blanche).
Later, when the feudal barons
and freebooters of many kinds
roamed the highways almost at
will, thev collected "blackmail"
in the form of forced levies of
goods and provisions from the
Inhabitants of the countryside
or from travelers who fell Into
their clutches and the word fell
Into such disrepute that, under
the Elizabethan laws, It was
made a "felony without benefit
of clergy."
It Is doubtless from this law
and the practice which necessitated It that the modern meaning of the word now synonyor a
mous with
bribe paid for the maintenance
of silence originated.
J

J
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T us suppose you arc a parent.
you love your children and
are seriously concerned about
their future welfare.
They are average children, no doubt,
fond of play, never still unless asleep;
In mischief and out at every opportunity, and seem bent upon filling your
Hie to the brim with
smiles and tears.
But what of it? They are of your
own blood and bone.
Their tendencies In the main are Inherited.
Turn backward a moment
and reflect.
They are entities of your Infant self,
In new bodies, with recently adjusted
brains and of keener vision than children of a generation ago.
As the progress of the human race
Is towards advancement you must exin
pect differences
temperaments,
Ideals and modes of expression. Like
you, they are being swept forward
by the Invisible force whirling plan
ets and holding In place the heavens
and the earth.
To you has been lntrustid their
keeping.

L"

Confession.

little girl whose father Is widely
known as a writer of humorous stoby a
ries, was recently approached
A

visitor who said :
"It must be nice to have a pupa
who knows so many fine stories."
The little girl blushed and hung her
head.
"Aren't you proud of your papa?"
the visitor asked.

"Yes," the little girl answered, "but
I think 1 ought to tell you something."
"What Is It?"
"The stories of my papa's aren't
stories at all."
"Not stories?"
"No."
And In a deep hoarse whisper, the
child confessed.
"lie makes them all up out of his
own head."
Youngstown Telegram

LYRICS OF LIFE

of
parentage
responsibility
must be accepted In the right spirt,
and when this shall have been done
the proper training of these newcomers will become a pleasurable duty,
fairly easy of accomplishment.
Cultivate companionship by becoming one of them In thought and act.
Seek to be their best friend. These
things will bring you closer to them
and enable you better to understand
and correct faults and shortcomings.
As a friend you can be firm without being severe.
You can lead without being suspect
ed and mold the new life to a life
of honor and beauty.
You can straighten
the crooked
twig by doing It gently, not by a twist
or blow. Neglect It when It It, tender,
hope of transformation is gone.
are natural Imitators.
Children
What their parents do and say children do and say, and plus. They put
So
In something for good measure.
he careful of your speech and deportment.
They are the latest edition and must
be read with searching eyes.
There's more In this latest edition
than you may suspect, put there by
a wise Creator for the development
and advancement of mankind, and It
depends entirely on the parents whether It shall be received by the world
with censure or approval.

The

i

You are throwing
away baking powder

money
wasting baking
and
expensive mapowder
terials frittering away valu
able time If you are not using
Calumet Baking Powder.
If you "doubt" it just give Calumet one
trial. The saving it makes will prove that

is the best baking powder in the world sold
at the fairest price costs far less than high
costs but little more
priced Trust brands
than cheap brands gives much better results
than either. You use only half the amount
usually required it goes almost twice as far.
It never fails, never causes baking loss.

hush-mone- y

(Copyright).

(Copyright.)

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

SCHOOL DAYS

THE LAKE OF STARS.
all Is lovely on the lake,
s
rudely pass,
isot even gentle Dreezes DreaK
The water's perfect glass,
Afloat, alone, from your canoe
Look down and you will see
Reflected there the sky of blue
And all Its canopy.

WHEN

in millions of homes by leading hotels
restaurants and bakeries. A wonderful baking
powder for all requirements. Made in the

Used

world s largest, finest, most sanitary uaKing
Powder Factories.

night-wind-

You will behold a thousand lights
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Now near that were afar,
For only thus on perfect nights
She Couldn't Be Sure.
,
The lake receives the star,
woman
The rather
Been only thus when perfect peace
took her fourteen-year-oldaughter to
Is on the quiet tide,
the domestic science teacher. "I want
When all the winds that wander cease
her to learn to cook and sew," she
And earth Is satisfied.
said, "so that she can get a husband."
stared
one
minute the teacher
For
If a breeze shall venture here,
at the woman. Then a twinkle came But,
8ome tiny tempest blow,
Into her eyes.
"Oh, I don't know
Your lake of stars will disappear
about that being so sure a way," she
And all be dark below.
both
and
see
I
"You
teach
laughed.
They are not blotted from the skies
I haven't yet obtained a husband."
By Just a moment's care
0 ye discouraged, lift your eyes,
Switching Facilities.
For still the stars are there
"1)1(1 I understand you to say Sena
(Copyright.)
tor Snortsworthy has a single track
O
mind?"
uiMiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'i
"You did not. Judging from the numTHE GIRL ON THE JOB
ber of times the senator has reversed
himself on Important questions his
5
How to Succeed How to Get
mind must resemble a railroad yard." s
E
Ahead How to Make Good
flashily-dresse-

"BLACKMAIL."

A. Walker

AVITII YOUR CHILD.

N

miinimn

ii

w

mukw

nctVn

,iom.

d
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n

seldom selfishness

that

prompts

Yes

it's toasted, of
course. To seal
in the flavor

HONESTY IN YOUR JOB.
is a subtle thing. Often
a man or woman who would
rather die than steal a cent man
ages to be more or less dishonest every

Hl

day.
.
Too many girls who are employed
In business fall to realize that In
stealing time they steal the equivalent
of dollars. If you waste time, Idling
In whatever way, you are not being
honest In your work.
If you slur details, confuse Items,
forget instructions, If you use only
half your brains and half your energy,
wnen you
you are being aisnonest.
accepted the position you implied that
you were f.t for It. It Is on that basts
you are paid.
You may argue that It makes very
little difference whether or not you are

tUMMi

WORTH KNOWING

I By JESSIE ROBERTS

man to keep his troubles to himself. giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Highest Quality
Highest Awards

A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz;
Some baking powders come in 12 oz. cans
instead of 16 oz. cans. Be sure you get a pound
when you want it.

I

It's

save when
use it

you

I

a

Yon save Daterialt
it is used with.

Ton mew-teyou buy it--Yon

my

,

pJi

Tki

Torturino Her Husband.
Husbund (to wife) Where Is my

tk.nf.

Same

hat?
J

Copyright

Wife On the mangle, denr.
On the mangle!
Husband What
I wonder what ridiculous thing I shall
find It on next?
Wife (sweetly) On your bend,
dear. Edinburgh Scotsman,
!

guilty of these dishonesties. But you
ought to realize that It means a lot to
you. The ancient adnge that honesty
Is the best policy applies especially to
these aspects of honesty. In the end
you harm yourself by faults of this
sort.
If you hate your work you ought to
get out of it. Work Is often more
thrilling than anything else that we do.
Love your Job; work hard at it with
enthusiasm and a growing skill, and
you will be a happy woman.
This Is old stuff. So old that most
of us never think of It. But it pays to
think of It, Use your work to aid you
In making your life worth while as
well as simply a means of earning a
certain sum. weekly.
--

(Copyright.)
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HOW DO YOU SXt IT?
By

C

N. LURIE

The Natural

Common Errors tn English and
How to Avoid Them
"REPUTA

AND

"CHARACTER"

TION."
A VOID the common error or con
two words, for
M founding. these
,
uitr
mere is h cieur uuuA wmry .11.
tlnction in their meanings. Your char
acter Is what you are, In your moral

.

nature, your abilities, etc. ; your repu
tatlon Is what your friends, your
neighbors, the world, thinks of you
Your reputation may be ruined by
false accusation, but your character
cannot be Injured by anyone but your-

hum

Question.

"Just thiol:. Adnlph, there In the
dark street wus n mnn. 1 run harder
tbnn I ever ran before."
"And did you caMi him, imntte?"

Per Drummer, Berlin.
Humoring

A Native.
"He hit me on de koko, yer honor."
"What do you mean by that?"
"Me knob, me
"Your hradr
"Yes, yer honor."
"Why don't you speuk the Kngllsh
language?"
"I do, yer honor. I never wux ont
of (lis Country In me life." lllrnilng

Concentrated Linguist.
your wife Is a great
linguist? How many language
she speuk?"
"Oh, it's all In one
language." Life.
A

'You

Fancy.

Most wives would he nhln to save
money if their husbands gave them
rocked the bout?'' Inquired Dante.
"They gave him an asbestos canoe," enough to save.
renlled Virgil, "put him on a brim
The thing a man ndnilres about hi
stone hike and told him to rock to his
wife's swell curtains is that they are
heart's content."
packed away for the summer.
DYED HER DRAPERIES,

"What

did you do with the mnn who

SKIRT

AND

A

SWEATER

Kach Dackaae of "Diamond Dyes" con
so simple that any woman
Abbot says, "Character Is what a tains directions
can dye or tint faded, shabby skirts, Is
Is
he
what
stockperson is; reputation
waists, coats, sweaters,
Arme
supposed to be. Character Is In him- ings, VinnuinirH. (lianenes. everything use
ltuv "Diamond
Dyes" no other
self, reputation is in the minds of oth- new.
kind then perfect home dyeing is suaran
is
temptaers.
by
Character
Injured
before
"Just stand aside, and watch yourself go of lonf sugar, and one pint of stock. tions and wrongdoings; reputation by ttvA. rxen if vou have never dyed material
Tv.ll vnur ilriiiriiiHt whether the
by;
Cover and stew gently for three
I.
wool
whether
or Bilk, or
libels. Character endures you wish to dye is
Think of yourself as He Instead of
cooked cut the liver In slanders and
Pick flaws; find fault, forget the mt.i Is hours. When
defamation In every form but It is linen, cotton, or mixca goods, diathin slices and place on a platter, pour through where there Is a voluntary mond Dyes never streak, spot, fade, or
you.
And strive to make your estimate ring ovor the strained liquor from the perishes
run. So easy to use. advertwement.

VIM AND VIGOR
Follow, If You Take
This Advice

self.

true.

saucepan ana let stnna over nignt,
to a
Tbe faults of others then will dwarf and The next day, pound the liver
f
cupful
shrink.
adding slowly
paste,
Love's chain grow stronger by one of butter. Press through a colander,
mighty link,
In smnll Jars and cover with
When you with "He" as subatltue for "I" Pock
Have stood aside and watched yourself melted naroflln. Cut In thin slices
go by."
when serving.
one-hal-

EVERYDAY GOOD THINGS.

Cream Pruns Pie.
a sieve a cupful of
Put
and
through
wholesome
bo
are
PRUNES for children as well as stewed prunes, add one cupful of milk,
of cornstarch, a third
"grown ups," that we should one tenspoonful
of a cup of sugar, the yolks of two
serve them. In a variety of ways.
ri
When a pie which Is very nice Is eggs well beaten; mix well and bnke In
to be served try this: Bake a shell a pastry lined plate until firm. The
and put In a layer of cooked stoned whites may be used ns a meringue or
as
prunes, sprlnjtle with nut meats of may be stirred Into the filling Just
anv kind: black walnuts or butter It goes Into the crust.
nuts are very good; cover with
whipped cream and serve.
Codfish With Cream.
87 MILES PICK GALLON MADE WITH
Shred the fish and then prepare as
New Patented Oaaoltna Vniwrlxer
Mock Patse de Fole Gras.
Write for Particular,
usual, then make a white sauce, using
Pukwana Vaporiser Co., Pukwani. 9. Dak.
Wash a small calfs liver, place In thick sour cream ; thicken, using butUIJAKANTKKD
OKMUNK.
KKUABI.B,
a stew pan with an onion finely ter and flour, cook until thick and stir
POISON REOKII'T for Coyotea, Wolven, Fo.
Kills right thara. Good only In oold climate.
chopped, two bay leaves, a blade of in the fish. This la delicious with
Nev.
Tha
S6.00. Rodger,
Trapper. Metropolta,
mace, a dash of black pepper, a tea baked potatoes.
Waatera Nawanmnar llni
noonfol of salt, six cloves, a lump Copyright.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

mil

mm

21.

mny Inst
transgression ; reputation
through numerous transgressions, but
be destroyed by a single, and even an
or
accusation
unfounded,
(Copyright.)
O

THE CHEERFUL

OOT

UKen people z.ct
unkind to me

Galveston, Texas "After the flood
some years ago, all my family became
duo to exiuure of being in
the water, loss of sleep, eto. They were
all feeling miserable and the only medicine they took was Dr. l'ierco's Golden
Medical Discovery.
By the use of this
medicine they were all restored to health
and strength. And I always keep Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets in my home.
are an excellent regulator of the
They
A Future Star.
stomach, liver and bowels, or for bilious
"Have you decided upon a tin me for attacks. I can speak in the highest terms
Mrs.
of all of Dr. Piorne's Meliciuai."
the baby?"
. W. Moss, 3913 Ave. K.
"Not yet. It's so difficult to find one
What Golden Medical Diseovory ha
that will screen well." Life.
done for thousands it will do for you. Get
it today from your nearest druggist, tabExcept for (in occasional funeral
lets or liquid Write for free medical adsome men would never see the Inside vice to Dr. Pierce's, Buffalo, N. Y.
of a church.
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Taste is a matte?: of
tobacco quality
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tobaccos used in Chester-- '
;u'cv of finer quality (and
hencx ot better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Liguctt Si Myers Tobacco Co;
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FINAL PROOP

NOTICES
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of Hie Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa l'e, n. m. Oct. U, 19'!l,
Notice is hereby given that Clwles
S, Hal!, guardian
of Anna Friager,
of Treinentina,
. M.

26th for

$2.00

( 12 Big Numbers ) i

only.,

ytar.

$2 (U

89 ih
who.
on Dec.
l'JI.i,
made HoniCHlead Rntry No. 025483,
for w'iit E'i, SiO'ineVi, tcc. 20, S'jaiv'v4,
ifj'tn'i,. wViiaVi, Section 21,
) I N,
23
E,
Tvvp.
Hanga

CIGARETTES

of Turkish and

Domestic tobaccos

-

t.

yoar order to the publication in which this ofe!wrtaMra

Si-a-

S1.00.
S .50.
s .25;

year

Six month-

Serials by Melville Davisacm
Below is oBefcd a wonderful
lJost, Ralph D. Paine, V.jUiiam chance to get THE
Heyliger and Clartnce 3. Kcl- - CAN BOY for a whole yor.r
land oppt ur in early issues, i. in combination with the pi'h-- .
There will be scores of short lication in. wWeb ithia tdvcv
Ktorics by other famous writers,
tisement appears.. Clip the
Experts edit the departments coupon and meil it TODAY I
in the interest of boyhood.
Tomorrow you may forget.
TMa Coupon it north money.
StnJ it im'.'t jojir crrfcr.

We state it as our honest belief
tKat

tut, lift
Ah iki II ,r!J-

JWf.'

Ar.-- i in

N. Mex.

second- - ti turn iitatlrr
tnlered
on April 17th, 1908, ot (he Post-officat Cuervo. New Mexico,
under the Act nf Coagreaa ol
Vliirch, 1879.
u

blended

OFFERS ANCIENT

N. M.

I' meridian,makehas

filed

notice

of inteitlion

three-yea- r
to
proof
lo establish claim to the land above
kelore United
Slates
described,
Co'naiissionei', at Treoientina, N.M.4

BIBLE FOR SALE

Nov.

male Hiere

LONDON CENSUS LEAVES QUESTION

omen left o. vr."
p,
lint, iicciii'ilin
,(.
in!' .out tonal lei; :.,,s li.invs, on HilHeai-n!-!lliIhci" 'oiild lmve been bun-(I- i
.Is ol' liioimtiiMlt of women "left
nvii'" ever since l.sul, when the tirst
census was taken.
And 11' there
weren't any t urplus of wo n, nt'Kiie
the cynical
publicist, where would
Ihere he any ratine for niascullne
cliolcoV And what would
liupi(n to

"Greater" Metropolis Figures Include Rural Sections and Exceed
New York, but Americans Consider District Is Not Reof- -

he 2,000,()t)()

Russian Nobleman
Retains It to Last.

impoverished

w

OF LARGEST CITY STILL UNSETTL

presentative

woiild sMl

Hie

Figures Tell an Interesting Story
Course of English History.

Institution

MAMMOTH

of

dlvon-o-

CAVE

DISCOVERY

IN

FAMILY

FOR

300

YEARS

Wonrs for Mc"
Declares

Driven From Russia by Bolshevist
Outrages, Young Nobleman Carries
Cherished Volume With Him Until
Forced to Part With It to Provide
Food and Shelter
for Self and
Family Printed by Court Printer
at Wittenberg in 1606.

wlili h

i

TiM-Lad-

.r
n Inner
"I
V"
tun e with vornaj.lf wcak-saMr?. J. R
r.iiitpson, of
Spruce
St., AsWille, N. C. "I
J;n:'!!y git to the p':tce
wlic; l . a .t? an
lot
tno to go. I woui l i?ve
bci
pains ,in
and hack
my
severe across my
back, ar.d down ia my
side iltera was a great
dea!
soreness.' I was
nervous and easily Bp- BCt.
y t!
Rti'r-TCr-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;
Department of the Interior U. S.
Lund Office at Santa l'e 11. m. Oct. 8, 2!
Notice is lerchy given Ihat (Ifcnr V',
Tcuirl of Garita, N. M.
who
011
Jan. 20. 19,0, made Ad.ll.
Homestead
Knlry No. 01123,";. for etjneli, Sec. li,
Lots 3 & 4;w,:niwli Sec. ITwp 12 N.
H :3 E.
iii.d s
i.vU
5,
Tii'ti-ihili N,
Rjuge 2t E,
N. M. I. meridian
has
filed
aiitice of intcniion to make three year
piimf to esialilisli claim to the hind
above described, liefoic I'. S.Comaiis-iiiac- i'
at Cuervo, 11. 111. oil Nov. 'A,
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Unit of mere
.i rv.
The rale of pi'ivcnlnjie Incrciise was
4.7 per cent, (lie lowest ever recorded.
In the previous decade (he rule was

Naturalist Finds Beautiful Subter.
After being nearly three hundred
ranean Avenue rd Fountain.
years in one family, a line old
Carl T. IfolieiiMin, naturalist,, who
nihil! was od'ered for sale in
lias vlKilid Muniiiiolli
Cave for i( New York iccently by a itussian noweek's p.pbruHoii nnd study, dis- bleman who lied from I'etroKnid just
While no Ii lull census wns taken, It covered what be declaroH "will possibly before the revolution. This handsome
Is known that ihfl population of "John
prove lo be Dm world's most diversely yoiin; mini, whose hair is amazingly
V,
Is a tlluilnlsliliiK
Hull's olhcr Plum
wonderful mui beautiful subterranean
yellow and eyes like a blile tuld', w ho
1.01111. 'I ll lllllll; ll lltlVS
0(111111)1
I till
(if
oik'.
ing the ill eiulKrntlon wns avenue. In the vast new realm which speaks several languages ami is highVn
tiihnb-Siiiclt in Hill had t.nlH.uS.i
we were about to explore no human
In HH1 it
largely checked rroju ll.
ly educated, has bebl on to Hit-- famui rt, 'inn Inst ;tS,43U of It n populahud i,:ifH),2li) iieeple, nnd u fairly sufe
foot had ever ventured.
ily r.lblo until tihnost the vtuy last
o that It now numbers only
tion,
It.
now contiilns
"I'tillke Hip mindi palhs Schuyler
'issuinptlon la ,i,nl
of the viiliiables that he niii.iui,".''!
:;.'..''".i persons.
But the popula-- , lihotlt 4,2(0,(X(),' ,
Tluiit, my Kiiblo, and I had been travel-Ihito save from a imitfuiltceiit est all'.
dim nf tlio "uiiiit ring," a district of
for hours, the new tivpinie was us
'flip tot ut popiilallon .of Hip IslnliiN,
ltouinl In heavy leather, wKh
milni'l'K and sci,, rural mens under Uien, Ih
smooth us ii (limclng door, but covered
17,Uini,(NH). In
Hipi'xlmwlely
brass clusps and dcep-codie niiirol of lliy London i ui'l r x1 Kan brief Hip cpiimunhkIkiw s :
with from one to three Inches of (lip
In the title, the blj; tome
tiiiuls
police, but olherwixe belonging to tint
tiuesi MiiK'sloiie sand," said Mr. Itobert-soli- . ubout 14
l.ni Kest poimluiUui In. coiintfiy's
by 10, by 0 Inches. It was
euiiiit Ii'm ol' Middlesex, Moil I'nrdshlre,
"No li ii ti n foot bud ever before
compiled by l'rof. Leonhartns
lluclwiig! HiiiMlili-eSinnllest rule of. Inin'ouse
Surrey and Kent,
re., ventured here. Two hundred feet from
who wrote the introduction,
Iws Increased from 2,7i!ll,(!7.'t to
corded.
the .viiwnhife cnlritnce we came to n and was printed by the court
printer
(HP.
Wlien this Is eounleil, greater
A stream
Surplus of nearly 2C,niKI w omen.
fairy fountain.
of water at Wittenberg, dated July 22, IdlHi.
London lias ll population of 7.17U, 03,
Hrll't from eoiintr) to (owns, but dropped from an Invisible crevice In
Picture of Luther.
n lili 7,'2rw,;,7i,
in co.
.,,iH'
the roof to mi almost circular bowl,
furling olf In Louluii nnd industrial
In the front nrp several queer,
n
I.'hmIiiii
fcl
'If, therefore, isn't so bin midlands.
or' seven feet In dlnuieiPr, In a
drawings In black and while of
iii N'.'u' York, Inn greater London
II lice Increnxps In seaside renorfs,
lediio about fheiililer hlK, abova a
church notnblcs, slnrtlnj; off with Marn li'iiil
f nearly 2,IHKMHH1 souls
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Claimant names as witnesses:

i-l- .

K.I) II Hi, Stewart Kins, Creign Gonzalez, (ieoige Criego,
all ol Garita,
n. 111.
A. (VI. B' rgcre licgister.'
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Hut-tern-
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The Woman's Tonic
"I heard oi &Jt3ul and
decided to use ft," continues Mrs. Simpson. "I
saw shurfy it was bene
filing me, so I kept H up
and it did wonders for
me. And since thtrt I
have been gad to praise
Cardul. It is the best
woman's tonic made'
Weak women need a
tonic. Thousands and
thousands, like Mrs.

I

(

I92I

Gon-zidc- s,

ue.

British census, Hie
lmve Just beeu
throw a li't i! Ilghl Upon u
i'ii 'J
problems; hut It doesn't
"'HU' Mm (pietlloil Wlllell Is most In- tlii to Atuoric'ttim; wlicilicr New
if ii London la tliu world's lurest
,1b1n year's

2,

Claimant names as witnesses;
lmlii-Kiicinids, of Trcmcnliiiii, n. m.
Earmiiioeeno Luccro, I.eaudro
Estrada, n. 111. lilario Gonzales,
ol Treinentina, 11, 10.
M. Ueigere
Kegisti r.

rein-liv-

e

'

d

double-column-

large-printe- d

7:1(1,

blaek-bonr-

Sir.-.pso-

d

have

fo,und

Cardtii of benefit to tpem.
Try Cardui for your trouble.

fol-lo-
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NOTICK FOR I'LBI.ICATION
Dciiarluient of the Interior. U.S Land
Office at Tucumc.ari,
. M.
Nov. 4, 191
Notice
is hercbv
aiven
that
diaries S. Brevvton, of Cuervo, N. M.
who,
on
May 9 7, 1919
made Add'l. S. R. Homestead
Entry,
No. 02a-- 1, for
eli'iirh: swlinrti
iivvllsesi, se'iinwvi, esw'i and uivlisw
Sec. II.
.
Township 7
26 E. N. M. P.
Raago
Meridian
has filed notice of initiation
lo mak
filial three .
year proof, to establish
claim to land above described,.. before
U. S. Loniniirsionor.
at Cuervo, N. M.on Dec IVlol.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lawrence C. ValentaBc. A. T. Bell,
Bud Cox, C. Mi' FulIingim,
nil of
Cei'ivo, N IV.
l.J. ISriscue
Register,
lis"
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DRUGGISTS
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ar

TEACHING PUBLIC TO PROTECT
ITSELF FROM ACCIDENT

o

The Amerlcnn Red Cross is engaged
present on a eatupnlpi (0 tench
a
accident prevention nnd first
Injured to the men, women and children In. the United States, with the
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Answer "present" during the Fl'h
Anmiul Itcd Cross Roll Call, Anuls(i.
Pay to Thanksgiving Kva.
Idea. of mailing every individual his
own flrist-niagency In case of emerTEXAS RED CPIOSS WORKER
gency, and to create volunteer forces
AIDS THE MEXICANS uf men qualified for such duty In ensa
war, If war should coma again to
The. Auierlcun tied Cross l.us extendthis country.
ed its work beyond the Mexican
Classes In swimming und water
according to ii. formation recently
methods have been organized
received ut the hoitilquarters of tha wherever Clin iters are near enough to
'i
Div-lSouthwestern
m, American Ked
bodies of water of sufficient size to
Crosji, at St. Lou's.
Kino Mixieau permit such classes.
In Industrial
civilian families h ,i destitute In u
nnd
eonmuinlilp. Indusir'al flrsl-nicloudburst near lOagle Pass, Tex.,
is taught In factories and
were assisted by u volunteer lied In community ce tilers, flood results
Cross worker beloi. 'O.g to the Kugla have been obtained
everywhere thns
Tass Ited Cross Cli.;; r. This volun- far, although the work still is more or
teer worker was utile, through her In- leess In Its Infancy. This Ks one of (ha
timate knowledge of
anlsh to render Interesting lines of activity followed In
niateiiul nnd wortbwhi'e assiakitivo to the community center work of the Red
Cross.
liiiiny who were In. dire i.eed.
d

1.1

bor-dc- r,

g

,

Ited Cross Fifth Atr ial Tioll ('nil,
Amitotic Pay to ti. e,o t, Thind!

Found Whisky Hidden Under Bibles.
Deputy SherM Put Richards of Dalles, Tex., Si ::'cil eiglit gallons of corn
Sicked" Dog on Peddler; Fined $15.' whisky he discovered hidden under a
Mrs. Panda Selmoh, of (.'liicngo,
pile- of Bibles
and bjnin books in an
"sicked" Fido on .la cob llagun. a (Mitoniobile. An arrest v,,s made und
as
a
nnd
result was ('mod ftlo thp hooks and other contents of the car
peddler,
for damages to Haiti's feelings and li'ild us evhh nee.
tnmsfrs.-

Klvlng.
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